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ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 pandemic presents a remarkable opportunity to put to work all of the research that has
been undertaken in past decades on the elicitation and structural estimation of subjective belief
distributions as well as preferences over atemporal risk, patience, and intertemporal risk. As
contributors to elements of that research in laboratories and the field, we drew together those methods
and applied them to an online, incentivized experiment in the United States. We have two major
findings. First, the atemporal risk premium during the COVID-19 pandemic appeared to change
significantly compared to before the pandemic, consistent with theoretical results of the effect of
increased background risk on foreground risk attitudes. Second, subjective beliefs about the cumulative
level of deaths evolved dramatically over the period between May and November 2020, a volatile one
in terms of the background evolution of the pandemic.
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1. Motivation

What happened to economic preferences and subjective beliefs during the COVID-19

pandemic in 2020? Figures 1 and 2 display the striking evolution of the pandemic in terms of daily and

cumulative infections and deaths, respectively, in the United States.1 While this unfolded, were risk and

time preferences unconditionally stable, did they vary with the progress of the pandemic in some stable

but conditional manner, or were they apparently disconnected? Did subjective beliefs about the

prevalence and mortality of the pandemic track the actual progress of the pandemic, the projections of

widely publicized epidemiological models, or neither? These are core questions we evaluated with a

series of online experimental waves at monthly intervals between May and November 2020: the vertical

gray lines in Figures 1 and 2 show when our waves were conducted.2 Subjects were sampled at random

from the same population, with no subject asked to participate twice; 598 subjects participated.

Investigating the risk and time attitudes of individuals during COVID-19, and their beliefs

about COVID-19 prevalence and mortality, is essential for public policy interventions. For example, if

risk and time attitudes differ by demographics, then interventions need to take those differences into

account. The same holds for beliefs, where forecasts of the path of the pandemic, relative confidence,

and demographic differences are crucial for targeting educational interventions. In turn, rigorous,

incentivized elicitation is important for reliable estimates of these attitudes and beliefs.

Section 2 reviews the preferences we elicited: atemporal risk preferences, time preferences, and

intertemporal risk preferences. A novel feature of our experiment is a recognition that the volatility of

the pandemic could impact atemporal and intertemporal risk preferences differently. Section 3 reviews

1 Figure A1 in the Online Appendix displays the raw and smoothed data side by side. All data and
code to replicate our analyses in Stata can be obtained at http://www.cear.gsu.edu/gwh/. A larger archive at
DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/4ZVBG also contains the instructions and task parameters documented in Harrison
et al. [2020a] as well as the software source code used to conduct the experiments in oTree.

2 In addition to the incentivized elicitation of preferences and beliefs, we administered a
complementary series of non-incentivized survey questions. Apart from the usual demographics, we asked
about news sources and the reliability of information on the pandemic. We asked about anxiety and
depression, using standard instruments, and about self-assessment of personal risk from the pandemic.
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the subjective beliefs we elicited: belief distributions, to allow measurement of bias and confidence,

with respect to prevalence and mortality effects of the pandemic. Beliefs were elicited for a fixed one-

month horizon, as well as for a fixed date of December 1, 2020 that implied declining horizons over

the waves of our experiment. Another novel feature of our experiment is to track the extent to which

the bias and confidence of beliefs changed as people lived through the striking evolution displayed in

Figure 1. Section 4 explains the experimental design. Section 5 presents the basic results, tracking the

trends in preferences and beliefs over the course of the waves of the experiment. Section 6 discusses

the main results in terms of the conditional stability of preferences and beliefs during the pandemic, as

well as some comparisons with pre-pandemic preferences. Section 7 concludes with some general

lessons. An Online Supplement at  https://cear.gsu.edu/gwh/covid19/ documents additional results,

elicitation interfaces, choice batteries, and instructions.

We have two major findings. First, atemporal risk preferences during the COVID-19

pandemic appeared to change significantly compared to before the pandemic, but only if one identifies

the underlying structure of those preferences to be able to infer a shift from “global probability

optimism” to “local probability optimism and local probability pessimism.” The effect of that change in

foreground risk attitude towards probabilities is to increase the atemporal risk premium, and is

consistent with theoretical results of the effect of increased background risk on foreground risk

attitudes.

Second, subjective beliefs about the cumulative level of deaths evolved dramatically over the

period between May and November 2020, a volatile one in terms of the background evolution of the

pandemic. Specifically, we observed a marked increase between waves 3 and 4 in the confidence with

which beliefs were held about cumulative COVID-19 deaths by December 1, 2020. We also found

statistically significant evidence of biased beliefs, in the sense that the mean of the estimated belief

distributions was below the actual number of COVID-19 deaths in waves 1, 2, and 6, but above the actual

number of deaths in waves 3, 4, and 5. The degree of (statistically significant) bias varied across waves,
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reaching a high in wave 5 and a low in wave 6. But given the diffuse nature of beliefs, all estimated

belief distributions include significant probability density around the actual number of COVID-19

deaths by December 1, 2020, allowing us to assess the “economic significance” or “policy significance”

of these biases in subsequent work.

Investigating the risk and time attitudes of individuals during COVID-19, and their beliefs

about COVID-19 prevalence and mortality, is essential for public policy interventions. For example, if

preferences or beliefs differ by demographics, then interventions need to take this heterogeneity into

account. This clearly matters for evaluating the risk perceptions that led people to take certain actions

or, in the case of vaccination, not take those actions. Similarly, in §6.A we ask whether the massive

“background risk” of the pandemic has effects on “foreground risk preferences,” as claimed by some

literature and a lot of casual empiricism. Knowledge about beliefs is likewise important for public

policy interventions, because forecasts of the path of the pandemic, relative confidence, and

demographic differences are crucial for targeting educational interventions. Much of §5.D is about

whether the subjective beliefs of individuals between May and November track the likely state of the

pandemic as of December 1, 2020: do individuals correctly foresee what is to come? A key insight there

is that one must account for the understandable lack of confidence that our subjects had about those

beliefs, particularly earlier in the year, rather than just track average beliefs. Of course, rigorous,

incentivized elicitation is important for reliable estimates of these preferences and beliefs.

2. Risk and Time Preferences

We are interested in three broad types of preferences. One is atemporal risk aversion,

measuring aversion to stochastic variability of outcomes at some point in time. Another is time

preference, measuring discounting of time-dated, non-stochastic outcomes. And the third is

intertemporal risk aversion, measuring aversion to stochastic variability of outcomes over time. Each of

these is connected as a matter of theory, and intertemporal risk aversion is literally a theoretical
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interaction of atemporal risk preferences and time preferences as defined here.

We are also interested in the structural decomposition of these preferences. For atemporal

risk aversion, different theories agree on what defines the risk premium, but then decompose it

differently. Expected Utility Theory (EUT) attributes all of the risk premium to aversion to variability

of outcomes, measured by the non-constant marginal utility of outcomes as the level of the outcomes

vary. If the risk premium is positive, and there is risk aversion, this is diminishing marginal utility and a

concave utility function. Rank-Dependent Utility (RDU), due to Quiggin [1982], adds to this account

of the risk premium some allowance for various forms of probability weighting, leading to decision

weights on the utilities of outcomes that can differ systematically from observed or subjective

probabilities. These are just two of the most important structural models, and the ones we consider

here.3

Similarly, for time preferences, different theories agree on the definition of the discount factor,

but then decompose it differently. Exponential discounting models attribute all of the discount factor

to a constant variable (utility) cost of time delay, where the variability derives from the time horizon.

Quasi-hyperbolic discounting models in addition attribute some of the discount factor to a fixed

(utility) cost of any time delay. These are just two of the more important structural models, and the

3 We know of six incentivized experiments eliciting atemporal risk preferences during the COVID-
19 pandemic, and expect that there are others. Li et al. [2020] had subjects complete a single multiple price
list task, and Shachat et al. [2021a][2021b] had subjects complete a similar task defined over gains as well as
one defined over losses from other earnings. Angrisani et al. [2020] had subjects complete the “bomb
elicitation task.” Guenther, Galizzi and Sanders [2021] had subjects complete the “bomb elicitation task” and
the Binswanger lottery selection task. None of these elicitation methods are designed to allow one to infer
structural models of risk preferences such as RDU, and allow only limited inferences about intervals within
which risk attitudes lie if one assumes EUT and a single-parameter utility function. Drichoutis and Nayga
[2021] elicited risk preferences (and time preferences) using two multiple price lists, with one holding
constant the lottery outcomes and the other holding constant the probability. They estimated structural
models of EUT and RDU risk preferences on a pooled basis, following Harrison and Rutström [2008]. This
elicitation procedure is not designed to make rich inferences at the individual level. Gassmann et al. [2020]
had subjects complete a multiple price list task, with outcomes ranging between €10 and €112. Unfortunately,
beyond a €3 participation fee, their subjects only had a 1% chance of being selected to be paid for one of
many choices; average payments were only €0.27, although expected earnings were €0.71. Although formally
incentivized, we view these as hypothetical choices for practical purposes. There have also been non-
incentivized survey questions about risk preference during the pandemic.
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ones we consider here.4

Intertemporal risk preferences are currently modeled in terms of several sharply contrasting

structural theories. One imposes intertemporal risk neutrality by assuming an additively separable

intertemporal utility function. This assumption also ties atemporal risk preferences and time

preferences at the hip, in the sense that they cannot be independent of each other. The other theories

allow for some non-additivity, allowing aversion to stochastic variability over time or a preference for

temporally correlated variability. The specific alternative that we consider to intertemporal risk

neutrality only relaxes the additive separability assumption on the intertemporal utility function.5

The concept of intertemporal risk aversion may be less familiar, and arises from theoretical

deviations from additively separable intertemporal utility functions. Define a lottery α as a 50:50

mixture of {xt, Yt+τ} and {Xt, yt+τ}, and another lottery ω at the other extreme as a 50:50 mixture of {xt,

yt+τ} and {Xt, Yt+τ}, where X > x and Y > y. Lottery α is a 50:50 mixture of both bad and good

outcomes in time t and t+τ; and ω is a 50:50 mixture of only bad outcomes or only good outcomes in

the two time periods. These lotteries α and ω are defined over all possible “good” and “bad” outcomes.

If the individual is indifferent between α and ω we say that she is neutral with respect to intertemporally

correlated payoffs in the two time periods. If the individual prefers α to ω we say that she is averse to

intertemporally correlated payoffs: it is better to have a given chance of being lucky in one of the two

periods than to have the same chance of being very unlucky or very lucky in both periods. The

4 We know of only one incentivized experiment eliciting time preferences during the COVID-19
pandemic: Drichoutis and Nayga [2021]. They provided subjects with a single multiple price list of choices
between a smaller, sooner principal and a larger, later payoff, following Coller and Williams [1999] and
Harrison, Lau and Williams [2002]. All of their choices involved a positive “front end delay” on the receipt of
the sooner payoffs, limiting them from being able to estimate the Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting model as an
alternative to Exponential discounting. They do, however, consider a smooth, hyperbolic model as an
alternative to Exponential discounting. And they correctly infer time preferences jointly with inferences about
curvature of the utility function based on models of responses to risky lotteries, following Andersen et al.
[2008]. Gassmann et al. [2020] elicited time preferences using two multiple choices lists, one with a front end
delay and one without that delay, allowing estimation of Quasi-Hyperbolic time preferences. Unfortunately,
as noted earlier, for all practical purposes their experiments were non-incentivized.

5 Epstein and Zin [1989] preferences require a specific, empirically-rejected, non-EUT structure on
atemporal risk preferences.
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intertemporally risk averse individual prefers to have non-extreme payoffs across periods, just as the

atemporally risk averse individual prefers to have non-extreme payoffs within periods. One can also

view the intertemporally risk averse individual as preferring to avoid correlation-increasing

transformations of payoffs in different periods.6 Another glance at Figures 1 and 2 makes it clear why

attitudes to risk over time should be important for risk management by individuals over the pandemic.

Finally, we are eventually interested in drawing inferences about preferences at the level of the

individual. This leads us to develop designs and batteries that will allow estimation of Bayesian

Hierarchical models. But for present purposes we focus on representative agent models, albeit

conditional on several observable characteristics of individuals: basic demographics, and of course the

wave in which the preferences were elicited. Conditioning on demographics, and interacting these with

the study wave, allows for greater comparability across waves for tests of stability.

Our experimental elicitation method for atemporal risk preferences uses unordered binary

lottery choices, popularized by Hey and Orme [1994]. To elicit time preferences we employ the

approach of Andersen et al. [2008][2014], again with binary choices. To elicit intertemporal risk

preferences, which are really the conceptual interaction of atemporal risk and time preferences, we

follow Andersen et al. [2018]. The econometric methods we use are explained by Harrison and

Rutström [2008]. Each of these references provide discussion of previous literature, and evaluations of

alternative approaches.

3. Subjective Beliefs

We are interested in eliciting subjective belief distributions for individuals with respect to the

short-term and longer-term progress of the pandemic. We are specifically interested in beliefs about

6 Given the extremes of correlations of the payouts in the α and ω lotteries, it is easy to see why this
concept is often referred to as “correlation aversion,” following Epstein and Tanny [1980], as well as
intertemporal risk aversion.
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the levels of infections as well as the levels of deaths of the population of the United States,7 because

policy interventions need to take account of these beliefs and their demographic variation. In short, our

focus is on beliefs about the outcomes that unfolded over the course of 2020, displayed in Figure 1.

The short-term horizon is always one month from the day of elicitation. The longer-term horizon was

for December 1, 2020, hence a varying-length horizon over the waves of the experiment. Figure 2

displays the cumulative levels of infections and deaths, derived from the daily data of Figure 1. Hence

Figure 1 should be viewed as the volatile data-generating process behind the cumulative totals about

which we elicited beliefs.

A key feature of our elicitation method is that we can make statements about the bias of beliefs

as well as the confidence of beliefs. Bias is just the familiar concept from statistical estimation: how

different is the weighted average belief from the realized event, or some selected econometric or

epidemiological model that might be influential, or the claims of political leaders? All are actually useful

metrics for different reasons, so there is not just one measure of bias that is of interest. Confidence is

just the familiar concept of imprecision from statistical estimation, most commonly captured by the

variance of beliefs about their mean. We prefer to think of confidence more broadly as reflecting the

variability of beliefs, so we can also consider skewness and kurtosis, but the point is to pay attention to

more than just the weighted average or mode of beliefs. One can only characterize bias and confidence

if one elicits subjective belief distributions, which of course allow for the special case of degenerate

beliefs held with certainty. Fully Bayesian epidemiological models of COVID-19 infections and deaths

provide posterior predictive distributions of future levels, which can be used to also make

determinations of whether subjective beliefs are “overconfident” or “insufficiently confident.”

Knowing bias and confidence are essential for normative educational and policy decisions.

7 We also considered beliefs about infections and deaths of the older segment of the population,
although that is not a focus of attention here. Also not discussed here is a parallel, multi-wave experiment
using the same elicitation methods in South Africa, albeit with appropriately different survey questions and a
slightly different recruitment method.
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We employ quadratic scoring rules to incentivize subjects to report beliefs over various

outcomes. Matheson and Winkler [1976] demonstrated how to extend this scoring rule to elicit beliefs

about continuous distributions, which is an appropriate characterization of the COVID-19 outcomes

on which we focussed. Harrison et al. [2017] developed experimental tools to implement this elicitation

approach, using discrete approximations to the underlying continuous outcomes. In effect, these

approximations are akin to eliciting beliefs over histograms defined over the possible outcomes. Hence

subjects could allocate 100 tokens over 10 histogram bins, where each bin represented an interval with

an upper and lower outcome.

The pandemic provides a unique setting over which to bracket the range of possible

COVID-19 prevalence and mortality outcomes given the proliferation of estimates from

epidemiological models. We rely on epidemiological models to bound prevalence and mortality

outcomes for one-month, and December 1, 2020 time horizons. We review these models in Harrison

et al. [2021], and develop a method to partition these bounds into intervals. We then ask subjects to

place bets on these intervals, thereby revealing their beliefs. The intervals are constructed such that if

beliefs are consistent with epidemiological models, subjects are best off betting approximately the same

amount on every interval. The upshot is that we had four “frames” for each belief question, where each

frame had slightly different bin labels to allow us to bracket a priori likely beliefs. Conditional on these

frames, our elicitation methods were conventional (for us).

Figure 3 is a screen shot of the experimental software we developed, and documented in

Harrison et al. [2020a], to elicit the beliefs of each subject about COVID-19 prevalence and mortality.8

This subjective belief question was presented to subjects during wave 1 of our study, which took place

8 Harrison et al. [2020a] documents the online procedures used in these experiments, which have
several novel features. It does not discuss results. Harrison et al. [2021] examines a specific hypothesis about
the subjective beliefs we elicited: are they consistent with those from comparable epidemiological models,
where both the subjective beliefs and the forecasts of the epidemiological models were evolving along with
the pandemic? The present study examines the effect of the pathway of the pandemic on atemporal risk
preferences, time preferences, intertemporal risk preferences, and subjective beliefs with respect to the
mortality effects by the end of the year. 
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on May 29, 2020. Figure 3 shows the actual bets, in the form of a token allocation, of subject #127,

and the amount to be paid depending on the answer to the question. The answer was verified using the

first public report provided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) after the date in

the question, a reference measure which was explained to subjects through audio-visual instructions

before they completed the subjective beliefs task.

 Figure 4 illustrates how these reports allow us to identify bias and confidence of beliefs. It

compares the realized answer, as reported by the CDC, to the question from Figure 3, and hypothetical

bets that vary according to whether they are biased relative to the number of deaths by December 1,

2020, and the confidence with which these beliefs are held. Per the experimental protocol, the official

reports from the CDC are treated as the correct answer that determine subject payments. The top left

quadrant of Figure 4 represents an unbiased, but relatively low confidence, set of bets, in the sense that

the largest bet was placed on the correct answer, but bets were also made on other events. The bottom

left quadrant also represents unbiased beliefs, but held with a degenerate level of confidence in the

sense that all tokens were bet on the correct event. The two right quadrants represent biased beliefs

because no tokens were allocated to the correct event, but clearly differ according to the strength with

which beliefs were held.

We focus here on beliefs during 2020 about the cumulative level of deaths in the United States

as of December 1, 2020. A key feature of this horizon, in relation to the dates of elicitation of beliefs, is

that in the life-cycle of the COVID-19 pandemic these are generally “long-run” beliefs for all but the

last one or two waves.

This longer horizon for eliciting beliefs is of some significance because of the qualitative

evolution of the major epidemiological models over 2020, documented well by Avery et al. [2020].

This change is reflected in the densities of the bins over which our subjects allocated their tokens, as

explained by Harrison et al. [2021].
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4. Experimental Procedures

For self-evident reasons we needed to conduct an online experiment. This led us to translate all

of our existing tasks for eliciting preferences and beliefs to a software platform that facilitated this, and

we selected oTree, developed by Chen et al. [2016]. Further details of this software aspect of our

procedures are given in Harrison et al. [2020a], which also documents the choice batteries employed.

A. Sampling

The waves of our experiment were run on May 29, June 30, July 31, August 31, September 29

and October 29. One of the benefits of an online experiment is that physical lab constraints do not

limit the number of subjects on a specific day, which also means that we do not have the risk of

confounds from day-to-day changes in the news surrounding the pandemic. Our overall sample of 598

consisted of distinct samples of 112, 130, 117, 99, 81 and 59 in each wave, respectively. The lower

sample size in wave 6 is the direct result of massive power outages in the greater Atlanta area due to

Tropical Storm Zeta. The long-term horizon for belief elicitation for all waves was December 1.

The spacing of the waves was designed to allow a month to pass between each wave, so that we

get roughly even representation of behavior over the complete horizon of the experiment. The overall

sample size was constrained by available budget at the time, and by widespread beliefs at the outset that

the “next 6 months” would be critical for responses to the pandemic. In that belief we were broadly

correct, but of course it would have been valuable to continue beyond the planned horizon given the

continued spikes in infections and deaths through January 2021.

We recruited undergraduates from Georgia State University (GSU) for the experiment. We

already maintained procedures to contact students, and possess a credible reputation amongst these

students for paying for their participation. This reputation is especially important given the increased

social distancing involved with purely online activities, and tasks relying upon future payments.

We had access to a recruitment database of current students who are interested in taking part in
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paid research through the Experimental Economics Center (ExCEN) at GSU. When registering in this

system, students provide their name, campus ID, email address, and basic demographic information

regarding age, gender, and ethnicity. As of May 11, 2020, there was a total of 2,497 active subjects in

the recruitment database, which is the pool of participants who were invited to take part. The average

age of the subjects is 21 years, with a standard deviation of 3.5 years.

During our experiment virtually all in-person classes at GSU were conducted online. The

formal announcement of the closing of all University System of Georgia campuses was made on March

16, 2020. Some residence halls at GSU remained open, with social distancing, to accommodate a

limited number of domestic and foreign students who had logistical or financial problems with leaving

campus. But the vast majority of students were off-campus for the rest of 2020. We have self-reported

information on the country, U.S. state, and county in which they completed the experiment, and 97%

completed the experiment in Georgia. In turn the majority of those completed it within Greater

Atlanta, a collection of 15 counties. 

Figures A2 and A3 in the Online Appendix display infection and death rates for Georgia and

Greater Atlanta, which might have been more salient to our subjects than national data. Given the

nature of the media coverage at the time, and the focus on these numbers because of the political

stakes during the year that included a Presidential election in early November, we believe that national

news on infections and deaths dominated attention. However, it is useful to note how different the

local patterns of deaths were compared to the national pattern. Death rates in Georgia and Atlanta

were less dramatically spiked in structure than in the U.S. as as whole. 

Stratified randomization was applied to the recruitment database. The demographic variables

age, gender, and ethnicity were used to define the multiple strata of interest to create a set of balanced

lists from which to recruit. The lists were defined by two across-subjects treatments: participation

payments on offer ($5, $10, and $15); and 2 orders of presenting the health survey and the beliefs task.

For each wave six lists were used for recruitment over the six treatments within a wave (3 participation
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payments × 2 task orders).9 Because no subject took part in the experiment more than once, our data

are a pseudo-panel, and our analyses of results control for basic demographics to make the results more

comparable from wave to wave.10

We have pre-pandemic evidence for atemporal risk preferences and time preferences from

subjects drawn from the same population as our estimates during the pandemic. In the case of

atemporal risk preferences we have choices from Harrison et al. [2020b] for 232 subjects that actually

participated in our COVID-19 experiment. These choices were made between May and October in

2019, and provide excellent comparisons. In the case of time preferences we have unpublished data on

choices from 2013, with no overlap with the COVID-19 subjects. Although dated, this sample was

drawn from the same general population, and faced comparable choices.11

B. Payments

When running an experimental session in a physical laboratory, an experimenter typically pays

each subject in cash at the end of the session. Clearly this is not possible online, so alternative payment

procedures are needed. Additionally, the temporal aspect of our experiment that involved some future-

9 The participation fee treatments are to be used to examine the possible effects that sample selection
on unobservables might have on inferences about preferences and beliefs. The order effect treatments are to
be used for more detailed evaluation of the possible “priming effect” of health surveys on elicited beliefs
about COVID-19.

10 We are careful to only ever claim that we sample at random from the same population, and that we
attempt, with controls of observable demographic characteristics, to mitigate differences across waves. The
deeper issue is to control for sample selection effects conditional on unobservables, and evaluate the extent to
which they are correlated with the preferences and beliefs we examine. Moreover, we would like to know if
these potential correlations varied over the pandemic observed across our waves. The population of interest
here consists of undergraduates at GSU. Our sample was recruited early in 2019 for general purposes: even
that recruitment sample is subject to some potential selection effects, of course. But that recruitment sample
was in place well before the pandemic, and we randomly sampled from it to obtain our samples in each wave.
Hence there remains potential for pandemic-specific sample selection across waves, particularly given the
significant progress of the pandemic over the course of our six waves. Variations in participation fees were
implemented, following Harrison, Lau and Rutström [2009] and Harrison, Lau and Yoo [2020a], to allow for
possible sample selection corrections with respect to unobservable risk preferences.

11 One can also formally consider the effects on atemporal risk preferences and time preferences of
sample attrition from our pre-pandemic sample from 2019 into the follow-up waves of 2020, using the
methods of Harrison, Lau and Yoo [2020a][2020b].
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dated payments required careful consideration of how to remit payments after specific intervals. For

example, given the study protocol, it was possible for a participant to be paid over 5 separate

transactions that could span up to 7 months from their initial participation.12  With 598 subjects in the

sample and up to 5 potential payments per subject over time, the logistics of making nearly 3,000

payments and recording the transactions, as required for filing and reimbursement purposes by GSU,

called for an online payment platform to streamline these jobs.

Subjects were able to select their preferred method of payment upon entry into the study, with

54% of the subjects selecting PayPal and 46% Venmo. The mean, minimum and maximum of subject

payments over all tasks were $121.59, $51.19, and $231.71, respectively, including non-salient

participation fees. Hence total subject payments were $72,711. Funds of this scale, in the timeframe

available, were provided by the Center for the Economic Analysis of Risk (CEAR) at GSU and

personal chair funds.

5. Results

A. Atemporal Risk Preferences

Figure 5 displays estimates, with 95% confidence intervals, of atemporal risk premia across

waves of our study, assuming alternatively EUT or RDU. The (atemporal) risk premium is just the

difference between the expected value of a lottery and its certainty equivalent, where a positive risk

premium indicates risk aversion. We use the equi-probable lottery L = ($5, a; $30, a; $55, a) as the

reference lottery in the figure and the basis for the calculation of risk premia. This reference lottery has

an expected value of $30 and is broadly representative of the range of prizes in our atemporal risk

12 For example, subject payments for participation and the incentivized atemporal risk preference
task are due within 24 hours of successfully completing the study. The payment dates for the other
incentivized tasks vary, over known parameters, after a given session date. Future payments are made
between 0 to 98 days after the session date for the time preference task; 7 to 49 days afterwards for the
intertemporal risk aversion task; and the belief task paid out either one month after the session date or
December 1, 2020. 
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preference task. The blue and red bars below Figure 5 are reproduced from Figure 1 to show the

evolution of infections (blue) and deaths (red) over the course of our study, where darker shades in

each bar represent more infections and deaths, respectively.

To calculate risk premia we estimate EUT and RDU models pooling data across all subjects

and waves of our study. We adopt the contextual utility error specification of Wilcox [2011] and

assume a constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function u(xt) = xt 
1r/(1r) for outcomes at

time t, for both EUT and RDU. Under EUT r > 0 indicates risk aversion, r = 0 implies risk neutrality,

and r < 0 indicates risk seeking behavior. For the RDU model we also employ the flexible

two-parameter probability weighting function due to Prelec [1998]: ω(p) = exp (-η (-ln p)φ ), with φ>0

and η>0. EUT is nested within RDU when η = φ = 1, but if either or both of these conditions fail then

r, φ, and η combine to determine risk preferences under RDU. 

In each of the estimated equations13 we include standard demographic characteristics (e.g., age,

gender, and race or ethnicity), subject scores on the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item screen

developed by Spitzer et al. [2006], subject scores on the Patient Health Questionnaire measure of

depression severity due to Kroenke et al. [2001], a categorical variable capturing the views of each

subject on whether the threat of COVID-19 is exaggerated by the media, and dummy variables for

each wave of the study. 

We also interact the wave dummy variables to capture potential differences in risk preferences

according to gender and ethnicity across waves. This “fixed effect” approach to capturing the effects of

each wave has the advantage of being agnostic about what aspect of the progress of the pandemic, or

just time itself, has on atemporal risk preferences. So these wave dummies are intended to help us

statistically capture potential changes over time. It follows that one cannot separate out effects from

the pandemic from other things that might have occurred during the experiment. For example, the

13 For r under EUT and for r, φ, and η under RDU.
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concurrent national election campaign generated considerable and salient “debate” over the facts and

forecasts of the path of the pandemic. We refer to this as our baseline statistical analysis.

On the basis of the pooled preference model with dummies for each wave we directly estimate

the atemporal risk premium of the reference lottery above by subtracting the certainty equivalent

estimated assuming EUT or RDU from the expected value of the lottery ($30). This approach ensures

that any uncertainty in the parameter estimates propagates into the calculation and visualization of risk

premia.

Figure 5 shows that risk premia for the EUT model are remarkably stable over time. The risk

premium assuming EUT over our elicitation period is shown in the solid black line, with 95%

confidence bands. The only statistically significant differences in the CRRA parameter r, which

uniquely defines the risk premium under EUT, are between wave 1 and wave 3 (p = 0.043) and wave 2

and wave 3 (p = 0.049). The average risk premium across all waves is approximately $4.60, and similar

to the risk premium estimated for a sub-sample of the same subjects in 2019, and of course

pre-pandemic, represented by the solid green bar in Figure 5. 

By contrast, risk premia for the RDU model vary more by wave, reaching a low of $3.86 in

wave 3 and a high of $5.94 in wave 4, but the estimates are also more imprecise, at least relative to

EUT. The risk premium assuming RDU over our elicitation period is shown in the dashed orange line,

also with 95% confidence bands. The estimate of the risk premium for wave 3 is significantly lower

than wave 1 (p = 0.046), wave 4 (p = 0.049), and wave 6 (p = 0.062), indicating a decrease in risk

aversion in this wave. There are no other statistically significant differences in the atemporal risk

premium across waves of our study.

To get some better sense of the effects of the pandemic, we also consider a complementary

statistical analysis that replaces these wave dummies with covariates that more precisely reflect the

course of the pandemic. We do this by including a covariate for national cumulative deaths, as

displayed in Figure 2. This analysis complements the analysis with wave dummies, and is intended to
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better track the effects of the pandemic. A more complete analysis of covariates of this kind is best

done with estimates of preferences (and beliefs) at the individual level, and should account for lagged

effects as well as a wider array of potential confounds. Nevertheless, this analysis indicates that there

were no significant effects of the course of the pandemic, over the time period studied, in the

atemporal risk preference parameters.14

We can comfortably reject the null hypothesis that EUT best characterizes the risk preferences

of our sample as a whole, with p-values less than 0.001 for each wave when we test for the absence of

probability weighting. However, this characterization of the representative agent hides the fact that we

know from previous research that when risk preferences are estimated at the level of the individual, we

see a predictable split of roughly 50:50 between EUT-consistent and RDU-consistent individuals using

conventional significance levels to identify evidence of probability weighting.15 Calculating risk premia

at the individual level on the basis of the model of choice under risk that best characterizes that

subject’s choices will be undertaken in subsequent analyses.

The most striking result comes from comparing the pre-pandemic RDU estimates with the

estimates over our waves during the COVID-19 pandemic. The thick dashed green line at the bottom

of Figure 5 shows that our pre-pandemic subjects were roughly risk neutral overall, with perhaps a slight

hint of being risk-loving. This is completely different from the overall risk aversion we see during the

pandemic, from the dashed orange line. Figure 6 shows what is happening here. In the top panels we

show the pre-pandemic estimates of the probability weighting function and implied decisions weights.

These decision weights assume equi-probable lotteries with 2, 3 or 4 prizes; RDU applies to non-

uniform probabilities as well, of course, but this assumption makes it easy to see the pure effect of

probability weighting. Pre-pandemic we have significant “probability optimism” leading to decision

14 Online Appendix C provides complete estimates, and formal hypothesis tests. Figure A4 in Online
Appendix A displays point predictions of the effects for each parameter during the path of the pandemic that
we studied.

15 The same general conclusion of heterogeneity with respect to the type of atemporal risk preference
that best characterizes individuals is drawn if one uses Bayesian Hierarchical models or finite mixture models.
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weights that put much greater weight on the better prizes. This is offset by a relatively concave utility

function, with CRRA parameter r = 0.71, leading to the proximate risk neutrality overall that we see in

the risk premium in Figure 5.

Contrast the RDU risk preference estimates in the bottom two panels of Figure 6, from our

elicitations during the COVID-19 pandemic, recalling that we have a literal overlap of 232 subjects pre-

pandemic and during the pandemic.16 First, we see a decline in the concavity of the utility function, as

the CRRA parameter drops from 0.71 to 0.40: ceteris paribus any probability weighting, this change

would make the representative subject slightly less risk averse. But the ceteris paribus is violated, with

probability weighting changing from global probability optimism to “inverse-S” probability weighting.

In the bottom right panel of Figure 6 we see the expected pattern of decision weights, with greater

weights being placed on the extreme outcomes. The differential weights on the extremes are roughly

symmetric, implying that overall risk aversion will be driven generally by the concave utility function.

Hence the positive risk premium under RDU we find from our estimates during the pandemic.

It is useful to stress that the comparison of atemporal risk preferences before the pandemic and

during the part of the pandemic we studied refers to a weighted average of those preferences over our 6

waves. Our complementary analysis of the effect of the path of the pandemic did not show any

significant changes during the pandemic beyond that weighted average change.

B. Time Preferences

In a similar vein as for atemporal risk preferences, Figure 7 displays estimates, with 95%

confidence intervals, of the present value of a $50 reward available in 14 days across waves of our

study. We assume either Exponential or Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting. Using each of these

16 Strictly speaking we are comparing the RDU risk preferences of all 598 pandemic subjects with the
232 of them that made risky choices pre-pandemic. The pandemic RDU risk preferences of the sub-sample
of 232 that participated in experiments during 2019 and 2020 are virtually the same as the pandemic RDU
risk preferences of the full sample of 598. Indeed, the estimates of r, φ, and η are not statistically significantly
different for the sub-sample compared to the full sample.
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characterizations of time preferences, we calculate the present value of $50 in 14 days for two reasons.

The amount $50 is representative of the larger, later (LL) rewards in our time preference task for the

$40 principal, since the mean of these LL rewards is $48. The horizon of 14 days, which was one of the

time horizons in our task, shows the effect of the present-bias parameter β on estimated present values

in the Quasi-Hyperbolic model.17

To calculate present values we estimate Exponential and Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting models

jointly with the RDU model of risk preferences.18 We pool data across subjects and waves, and admit

heterogeneity in our estimates by incorporating the same set of covariates used in our models of risk

preferences. Using the pooled, heterogenous preference Exponential and Quasi-Hyperbolic models we

then directly estimate the present value of $50 in 14 days, so that any uncertainty in the estimates

propagates into inferences we draw from the data.

Figure 7 shows that present values computed using the Exponential model vary slightly over

time, but within a very narrow band. Present value estimates for this model range from a low of $47.26

in wave 1 to a high of $48.25 in wave 3. The solid green bar in Figure 7 represents comparable

Exponential discounting estimates obtained in 2013 from a sample drawn from the same population.

Despite varying within a narrow band, there are a number of statistically significant differences

in the estimated present value of $50 in 14 days. Specifically, the estimated present value in wave 1 is

significantly lower than wave 2 (p = 0.068), wave 3 (p = 0.003), and wave 4 (p = 0.030), indicating

greater discounting of delayed rewards in wave 1. By contrast, the estimated present value in wave 3 is

significantly higher than wave 5 (p = 0.023) and wave 6 (p = 0.041), indicating less discounting in wave

3. Thus, present value estimates suggest similar levels of discounting in waves 2, 3, and 4, and similar,

17 The discount rate of the Quasi-Hyperbolic model asymptotes to the discount rate of the
Exponential model, represented by the parameter δ, at longer time horizons. This is why the parameter δ in
the Quasi-Hyperbolic or β-δ discounting model is often referred to as the long-term discount rate.

18 Andersen et al. [2008] show how to estimate discounted utility, as opposed to discounted value, by
incorporating the curvature of the utility function identified by a risk preference task when estimating time
preferences. Harrison et al. [2018] discuss the importance of accurately characterizing choice under risk when
drawing inferences about discounting behavior.
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but higher, levels of discounting in waves 1, 5, and 6. While these present value differences are indeed

statistically significant, the only statistically significant difference in estimates of δ is between wave 1

and wave 3 (p = 0.050), leading us to conclude that time preferences, under the assumption of

Exponential discounting, were relatively stable over the course of the pandemic.

Present values computed assuming Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting exhibit more variability

relative to the Exponential model, but also more variance: compare the 95% confidence intervals of the

Quasi-Hyperbolic model to the confidence intervals for the Exponential model. Quasi-Hyperbolic

present value estimates, which combine the present-bias parameter β and the long-term discount rate δ,

range from $45.80 in wave 1 to $47.41 in wave 4. The dashed green bar in Figure 6 represents

comparable pre-pandemic estimates with the Quasi-Hyperbolic model. The present value estimate in

wave 1 is significantly lower than waves 2 and 4 (p < 0.05 in both comparisons), indicating higher

discounting in wave 1 relative to waves 2 and 4. There are no statistically significant differences in any

of the other present value comparisons, demonstrating again the stability of time preferences over the

course of our study.

The differences in present values calculated assuming the Exponential or Quasi-Hyperbolic

models suggest that present-bias may influence discounting behavior in our sample. Indeed, we can

comfortably reject the null hypothesis (β = 1) that Exponential discounting best characterizes time

preferences for the sample as a whole, with p-values less than 0.001 for each wave.19 Again, as with the

atemporal risk preference results, there is undoubtedly heterogeneity in the model that best

characterizes each subject’s discounting behavior, and we plan to explore this, and the impact it has on

estimated present values, using Bayesian Hierarchical models.

The complementary analysis of the effect of the course of the pandemic over the 6 waves of

19 To the extent that other non-Exponential discounting models characterize the data better than the
Quasi-Hyperbolic model, the present values generated by the Quasi-Hyperbolic model can be viewed as just
a descriptive way of documenting varying discount rates by horizon. There is some evidence from Andersen
et al. [2014] that the Quasi-Hyperbolic model does indeed perform poorly for the Danish population when
characterizing time preferences compared to the many alternative specifications they explore.
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our study, as captured by the cumulative level of deaths, indicates that the time preference parameter δ

did change significantly for the Quasi-Hyperbolic model as the pandemic evolved.20  However, the

change in δ has a parabolic U-form, implying estimates in wave 1 that are similar to estimates in wave

6. 

C. Intertemporal Risk Preferences

Given the popularity of the CRRA function in the microeconomic and macroeconomic

literatures, Andersen et al. [2018] propose this non-additive structural specification of the intertemporal

utility function: U(xt, xt+τ) = E [ ( Dt u(xt) + Dt+τ u(xt+τ) )
(1ρ)/(1ρ) ], where ρ is the intertemporal

relative risk aversion parameter (ρ1) and Dt = β/(1+δ)t is the discount factor of the Quasi-Hyperbolic

specification. This intertemporal utility function is separable but not additive when ρ0, and collapses

to being additively separable and reflecting intertemporal risk neutrality at ρ=0. Hence we can focus

our characterization of intertemporal risk preferences over the pandemic in terms of the evolution of

estimates of ρ. 

Inferences about ρ depend on the use of EUT or RDU models for atemporal risk preferences,

and the use of Exponential or Quasi-Hyperbolic models for time preferences, but allow any

combination of these and other possible variants. The notational extensions can be cumbersome, but

are not conceptually difficult: see Andersen et al. [2018; §5.4 and §5.5].

If this intertemporal utility function is additively separable, then the inverse of the intertemporal

elasticity of substitution is equal to the coefficient of atemporal risk aversion. This assumption is solely

one of parametric convenience and is popular in models of intertemporal choice. The linear

specification of intertemporal utility is then equal to a weighted sum of atemporal utility flows, where

the weights are determined by discount factors. However, when the intertemporal utility function is not

20 See Figure A4 in Online Appendix A, and estimates and hypothesis tests in Online Appendix C.
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additively separable, it is necessary to estimate the extent of intertemporal risk aversion (or

intertemporal risk seeking) to accurately characterize preferences over serially correlated intertemporal

lotteries.

Figure 8 shows estimates of the intertemporal risk preference parameter ρ across the waves of

our study. Figure 8 is derived from an intertemporal risk preference model estimated jointly with the

RDU model of choice under atemporal risk and the Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting specification.21 

Again, we pool data across subjects and waves, and incorporate heterogeneity in every equation of

interest (r, φ, η, β, δ, and ρ) using the same set of covariates and interactions.22 Figure 8 clearly shows

that our sample is intertemporally risk averse, with none of the 95% confidence intervals spanning

zero, indicated by the grey line in the figure. Thus, the standard assumption of an additively separable

intertemporal utility function does not hold in our sample. Although there appears to be a downward

trend in intertemporal risk aversion over time, none of the estimates for ρ are significantly different

across waves given the large 95% confidence intervals of the estimates. In other words, intertemporal

risk aversion is stable over time for the period of our elicitations. 

The complementary analysis of the effect of the course of the pandemic, over the 6 waves of

our study, indicates that the intertertemporal risk preference parameter ρ did not change significantly as

the pandemic evolved.23 

D. Subjective Beliefs

The elicited subjective beliefs tell a major story about the manner in which the implications of

the COVID-19 pandemic were perceived by the public, as represented by our sample. We understand

21 Given that we find statistically significant evidence of RDU and Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting in
our data, and that they nest the EUT and Exponential alternatives, we use these models in the joint
estimation framework for intertemporal risk preferences.

22 We also estimate behavioral error specifications for atemporal risk preferences, time preferences,
and intertemporal risk preferences, but these are not equations of interest for present purposes.

23 See Figure A4 in Online Appendix A, and estimates and hypothesis tests in Online Appendix C.
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well the sample selection processes that led to our sample, and the complications of rigorously

untangling them to make inferences about the population. But for the moment accept that this sample

tells us how “The Street” perceived the risks of COVID-19.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 display the recovered beliefs24 for cumulative deaths by December 1, 2020.

Figure 9 shows in detail the elicitation undertaken on May 29, 2020, wave 1. Figure 10 displays

elicitations over all six waves, ensuring comparability across waves by using the same axes for each

wave. Figure 11 repeats the display from Figure 9, but for the elicitation undertaken on October 29,

2020, our final wave 6. The range of these elicitations was between 0 and 328 million, the U.S.

population at the time. However, the displays of recovered beliefs focus on the range between 0 and

550,000 for Figures 9 and 10, and then on the smaller range between 210,000 and 310,000 for wave 6

in Figure 11. The reason for having a smaller range for wave 6 is apparent from inspection of the

relatively tight belief distribution for wave 6 in Figure 10 in comparison with the belief distributions for

waves 1 through 5. 

The solid, gray, vertical bar in Figures 9, 10 and 11 shows the realized outcome for deaths up to

the day prior to the elicitation. If subjects were paying attention to this outcome, this realized value

would then anchor their beliefs on the lower end. The red, long-dashed vertical line shows the realized

value for cumulative deaths as of December 1, 2020 reported by the CDC, which was 269,763, so this

was in fact the observed outcome over which beliefs were being elicited. The black, short-dashed,

vertical line is the mean of the estimated Beta distribution of beliefs in that wave. Close inspection of

24 Harrison et al. [2017] established that EUT decision-makers, with risk preferences in the range
widely observed in experiments, will have reports (of token allocations) that provide good approximations to
recovered beliefs. However, our pooled data indicate RDU decision-makers, and that can generate first-order
changes between reports and recovered beliefs. Harrison and Ulm [2016] provide theoretical results that
allow exact calibration of recovered beliefs under EUT and RDU if one knows the (point estimates) of the
relevant structural parameters. Our approach is to use those theoretical results on calibration to jointly
estimate atemporal risk preferences and beliefs, assuming that beliefs are bounded between 0 and the total
U.S. population. We then employ a beta distribution to constrain beliefs to that interval, allowing the mean
and standard deviation of the estimated distribution to vary with the same covariates used to estimate risk
preferences.
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the color of the scatter dots allows one to identify the belief elicitation bin intervals listed in the legend,

to facilitate understanding the translation from the belief elicitation interface in Figure 3 to these

inferred beliefs. The numbers inside the scatter dots in Figures 9 and 11 refer to the elicitation frames 0,

1, 2 or 3, as documented in Harrison et al. [2021].

Figures 9 and 11 additionally show arrows on the left and right, to visualize the lowest

elicitation bounds and highest elicitation bounds, respectively. The arrows on the left of the display

refer to an elicitation bound for bin 1 in Figure 3 that stretches from the numbered scatter dot on the

right of the arrow, down to zero on the left of the arrow. So we can see in Figure 9 (11) how these

lower bounds varied from each other across elicitation frames within wave 1 (wave 6). Similarly, the

arrows on the right of the displays in Figures 9 and 11 refer to an elicitation bound for bin 10 in Figure

3 that stretches from the numbered scatter dot on the left of the arrow, up to 328 million on the right

of the arrow. Figure 9 shows that in wave 1 we had similar lower bounds for elicitation bin 1 across

frames, but much more variability in the upper bounds for elicitation bin 10 across frames. Figure 11

shows that in wave 6 we have considerable variation in both the lower and upper bounds across

frames.

Figure 10 allows us to track the evolution of beliefs over the six waves of our experiment. In

terms of confidence, subjects held relatively diffuse beliefs during waves 1, 2, and 3: the standard

deviations are 75,089, 76,610, and 78,246 deaths, respectively. But something striking then happened

between waves 3 and 4. The standard deviation of the belief distribution in wave 4 is only 34,242,

implying far greater confidence than in the prior 3 months. Confidence relaxed again in wave 5

(standard deviation = 60,985) compared to wave 4, but then tightened up significantly in wave 6

(standard deviation = 10,180). These variations over time lead us to measure the extent of the

difference in the quality of predictions. Although we are limited here to looking at pooled beliefs, albeit

adjusted for differences in demographic characteristics across waves, we infer that there were marked

changes in confidence over the period of our study. 
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Inspection of Figure 1 provides clues as to what led to this revision of beliefs between wave 3

and wave 4. Between waves 2 and 3 a spike of infections (on a daily basis) was underway in the

Southern U.S., where most of our subjects were located, and the steady rise in deaths (on a daily basis)

was prominent in the news. In a related vein, there was considerable media discussion and political

debate about the implications for continued increases in infections and deaths later in the year, as well

as recognition that spikes in deaths lagged spikes in infections but were positively correlated with

infections. One natural hypothesis is that the elevated infection level made both infections and deaths

more salient, leading to the tightening of beliefs evident from wave 4 on.

With regard to bias, Figure 10 shows that estimates of the mean of the belief distributions in

wave 1 and wave 2 (229,756 and 257,648, respectively) are less than the CDC report of 269,763.

Although the estimate for wave 1 is significantly less than the CDC report (p < 0.001), the estimate for

wave 2 is only barely statistically different to the CDC report at p = 0.088. By contrast, the mean of the

belief distributions in wave 3 and wave 5 are significantly larger than the CDC report (p < 0.001), and

the mean for wave 4 is higher than the CDC report, but again only barely statistically different at p =

0.082. Finally, Figure 11 shows that the mean of the belief distribution in wave 6 of 264,944 is

significantly lower than the CDC report (p < 0.001). Comparing the extent of bias across waves, Figure

10 clearly shows that bias was greatest in wave 1 and wave 5, with a mean difference of 40,007 less

deaths in wave 1, and 71,157 more deaths in wave 5, compared to the CDC report of 269,763. At the

other extreme, bias was clearly smallest in waves 4 and 6, with a mean difference of only 5,823 more

deaths in wave 4, and 4,819 less deaths in wave 6, again compared to the CDC report.

The preceding discussion highlights an obvious problem with relying on the standard, statistical

definition of bias: with a large enough sample, and a small standard error of the point estimate of the

mean of a belief distribution, one will always find statistically significant evidence of bias. The estimate

for wave 6 exemplifies this point: the difference between the mean and the CDC report is the smallest

of all waves, and yet the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.001). Nevertheless, the standard,
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statistical definition of bias has some value when comparing degrees of bias across waves, by focusing

solely on the difference between the CDC report and the mean of the estimated belief distribution.

From economic and policy perspectives, a more substantive issue than statistical bias is whether

estimated belief distributions have “sufficient” density around the CDC report, because this will

influence risk mitigation efforts of individuals and public policy approaches to COVID-19

containment. To draw meaningful inferences of this kind, one needs to focus on the standard deviation

of the belief distribution as opposed to the standard error of the point estimate of the mean of the

distribution. Harrison et al. [2021] discuss a Bayesian approach that can be used to construct a “region

of practical equivalence,” or ROPE, around the CDC report and then compare that ROPE to highest

density intervals of the estimated belief distributions. We will adopt these methods in subsequent work,

which will allow us to say more than whether beliefs were biased: we can determine if those biases have

“policy significance.”

The complementary statistical analysis of the effect of the course of the pandemic, over the 6

waves of our study, indicates that subjective beliefs did change significantly as the pandemic evolved.25

Figure 12 displays the estimated effects. The horizontal axis displays the course of the pandemic,

measured by the normalized value of cumulative deaths from COVID-19 during the period of our

experiments. So a value of 1 on the horizontal axis denotes the level of cumulative deaths at the time of

the final wave, on October 29, 2020. The solid, vertical red line shows the first wave, and the dashed,

vertical red lines show later waves. For completeness, we project prior to our first wave, back to the

origins of the pandemic when there were zero recorded deaths. As one would expect from “out of

sample” predictions, the confidence intervals widen when forecasting to before our first wave (the

same is true, of course, for forecasts to later pandemic outcomes). The results in Figure 12 accord with

intuition: as cumulative deaths grew, forecast averages for that level grew. And the rationale behind the

25 See Figure A4 in Online Appendix A, and estimates and hypothesis tests in Online Appendix C.
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decline in the standard deviation of beliefs around waves 3 and 4 has been just discussed.26

6. Discussion

The data from our experiment span many preferences and beliefs that are relevant to

descriptively understanding and normatively evaluating observed responses to the pandemic, and to

designing appropriate policy. We stress that such analyses should exploit the fact that our experimental

design provides data for rich, structural inferences at the level of the individual. The present analysis

focuses on inferences for pooled data, although conditioned on a large set of covariates to mitigate

wave-to-wave sampling variability. We focus here on two clear results from that pooled analysis, each

of which suggest important hypotheses for future evaluation.

A. The Effect of Background Risk on Foreground Risk Aversion

The striking result for atemporal risk preferences appears to be exactly what Quiggin [2003]

“anticipated” would happen under RDU with additional background risk being present.27 The literature

on background risk established conditions under which a background risk with zero average effect on

payouts would be associated with a change in foreground risk aversion.28 Intuition allows for any effect,

and effects that are sensitive to the size of the background risk. Modest increases in background risk

would presumably lead to more risk aversion over foreground choices, termed “risk vulnerability.” On

the other hand, the psychological notion of “diminished sensitivity” suggests that if an individual is

already at a point of sufficiently high (background) risk, the addition of a small amount of (foreground)

26 Figure 12 indicates a smooth reduction in variance, but Figure 10 suggests that it was a sharper
reduction. These differences are directly due to the use of “fixed effect dummies” for waves in the analyses
underlying Figure 10, and the quadratic (or “smooth polynomial”) specification of the path of the pandemic
used in the analyses underlying Figure 12.

27 The formal results of Quiggin [2003] were derived assuming the special case of RDU referred to as
“dual theory,” but readily generalize.

28 Nobody suggests that the pandemic posed zero-mean effects on outcomes for our subjects. This is
just assumed to identify theoretically the pure mechanisms at work from additional background risk.
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risk will not be particularly salient. And severe, life-threatening background risk can be a factor leading

to risk-management decisions that appear to be risk-loving behavior, such as the migration patterns

observed during times of localized famine (Sen [1981]). 

Gollier and Pratt [1996] established conditions, generalized by Eeckhoudt et al. [1996], to show

that under EUT the risk vulnerability result is associated with all weakly decreasing absolute risk averse

utility functions, such as the CRRA specification we employed. Assuming EUT, the results in Figure 5

would suggest that the pandemic did not generate risk vulnerability, since the implied risk premia are the

same as for our pre-pandemic sample. Quiggin [2003] established more general results when one allows

for RDU, showing that the effect of background risk depends on the nature of probability weighting,

with potential contrasts to the predictions under EUT. Our results confirm the critical importance of

the probability weighting “pathway” to the risk premium.

Further investigation of this finding will employ a Bayesian Hierarchical model, following Gao,

Harrison and Tchernis [2020], to allow inferences about individual RDU risk preferences, conditioning

on pre-pandemic data as well as the evidence from data collected during the pandemic. It will also

consider the effect of imposing a dogmatic prior that individuals view compound lotteries consistently

with the Reduction of Compound Lotteries axiom, since the relationship between background risk and

foreground risk defines a compound lottery.29 These analyses will complement an emerging literature

on risk preferences in the context of natural disasters and violence, as reviewed by Drichoutis and

Nayga [2021].

B. Evolving Subjective Beliefs

Our second striking result is the evolution of subjective beliefs about cumulative deaths due to

the pandemic. We observed, again at a pooled level, considerable changes in the average belief over our

29 There exist formal structural models, referred to as Recursive RDU models, that relax this axiom
but maintain the Compound Independence axiom: see Harrison and Ng [2018] for an exposition and
application.
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six waves, as well as considerable changes in the confidence of those beliefs. The mere fact that the

mean of beliefs is greater or smaller than the realized value is not the same as whether these differences

have “policy significance,” and by itself says nothing about overconfidence or insufficient confidence.30

The next step, again, is to examine these evolving beliefs in a Bayesian Hierarchical model that

allows inferences at an individual level, and to consider the effect of our rich set of covariates about

COVID-19 information sources and credibility. This will allow tests of hypotheses about the drivers of

any changes in bias and confidence. We can also compare the evolution of these beliefs on “The

Street” with the evolution of predictions from epidemiological models, as summarized by Harrison et

al. [2021] using our data.

7. Conclusions

The COVID-19 pandemic presents a remarkable opportunity to put to work all of the research

that has been undertaken in past decades on the elicitation and structural estimation of subjective belief

distributions as well as preferences over atemporal risk, patience, and intertemporal risk aversion. As

contributors to elements of that research in laboratories and the field, we drew together those methods

and applied them to a series of multi-wave, online, incentivized experiments in the United States. The

resulting data will provide the basis for investigation of several hypotheses emerging from our initial

evaluation of pooled data, particularly with respect to atemporal risk preferences and subjective beliefs. 

30 There is a literature that refers to overestimation or overplacement as overconfidence, but that is
simply poor use of statistical terminology. These are measures of bias, and may or may not reflect statistically
significant bias depending on the variance of beliefs. The sole measure of overconfidence one should use is
overprecision: see Harrison and Swarthout [2020; §5] for further discussion of this literature. 
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Figure 3: Illustrative Belief Elicitation Interface
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Figure 4: Bias and Confidence in Beliefs
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Online Appendix B: Preference and Belief Estimates [ONLINE ONLY]

The full set of estimates are displayed below. Some general explanations of notation:

• The parameter of the utility function, whether EUT or RDU models, is just r, and is also just r
in the text.

• The parameters of the RDU probability weighting function are eta and phi, and η and φ in the
text. 

• The sole parameter of the Exponential discounting function is delta, and the two parameters of
the Quasi-Hyperbolic discounting function are beta and delta. These are β and δ in the text.

• The parameter of the non-additive intertemporal utility function is rho, and ρ in the text.
• The Fechner error noise terms are noiseRA, noiseDR, noiseCA, or just noise in the

subjective belief estimations. These are referred to in the text as μ (and the variants refer to
specific tasks when joint estimation is required over two or three tasks).

• The subjective belief estimates are characterized by a Beta distribution, as explained in the text.
Estimates are defined over the mean and standard deviation of that distribution, which then
determine the usual Beta distribution parameters. The mean is listed as mean and the standard
deviation as std.

The covariates are explained in the text. Waves are indexed by integers between 1 and 6, which is also
reflected in interaction terms listed below. Some descriptive statistics for the covariates are provided
before the estimates, broken down by wave.

Each estimated model starts on a new page.

A. Atemporal Risk Preferences

We show the full EUT model and then the full RDU model, since each are referenced in the
text and in the calculations displayed in Figure 5 of the Atemporal Risk Premium.

B. Time Preferences

We show the full Exponential Discounting model and then the full Quasi-Hyperbolic
Discounting model, since each are referenced in the text and in the calculations displayed in Figure 7 of
the Present Values.

C. Intertemporal Risk Preferences

We show the model assuming RDU risk preferences and Quasi-Hyperbolic Discounting, since
this is the one used to generate Figure 8.

D. Subjective Beliefs

We show the model assuming RDU risk preferences, since this is the one used to generate
Figures 9, 10 and 11.
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

wave        Stats |       male        age   anxiet~l   depres~l
------------------+--------------------------------------------
1            Mean |       0.24      21.42       7.72       8.85
2            Mean |       0.28      20.99       6.75       8.03
3            Mean |       0.31      20.68       7.28       8.06
4            Mean |       0.26      20.58       7.07       7.54
5            Mean |       0.30      20.93       6.62       7.78
6            Mean |       0.27      20.97       7.78       8.90
------------------+--------------------------------------------
Total        Mean |       0.28      20.93       7.17       8.16
---------------------------------------------------------------

. tab usa_race_combined if record==1

                USA Race - Combined |      Freq.     Percent        Cum.
------------------------------------+-----------------------------------
       1. Black or African American |        344       57.53       57.53
         2. Asian or Asian-American |        127       21.24       78.76
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American |         39        6.52       85.28
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other |         32        5.35       90.64
              5. White or Caucasian |         56        9.36      100.00
------------------------------------+-----------------------------------
                              Total |        598      100.00

. tab usa_race_combined wave, row nofreq

                      |                               Wave
  USA Race - Combined |         1          2          3          4          5          6 |     Total
----------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+----------
1. Black or African A |     19.51      22.42      21.84      15.72      12.21       8.30 |    100.00 
2. Asian or Asian-Ame |     18.94      22.88      14.20      14.20      17.36      12.41 |    100.00 
3. Hispanic or Hispan |     23.13      15.42      15.42      17.99      15.42      12.63 |    100.00 
4. Mixed Race/Multi-R |      9.40      21.93      28.20       9.40      15.67      15.40 |    100.00 
5. White or Caucasian |     16.09      19.67      16.09      30.39      10.73       7.03 |    100.00 
----------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+----------
                Total |     18.76      21.78      19.60      16.58      13.56       9.72 |    100.00 
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. tab covid_media_exag if record==1

           The media |
     exaggerates the |
              threat |      Freq.     Percent        Cum.
---------------------+-----------------------------------
1. Strongly disagree |        121       20.27       20.27
         2. Disagree |        202       33.84       54.10
          3. Neutral |        141       23.62       77.72
            4. Agree |         91       15.24       92.96
   5. Strongly Agree |         42        7.04      100.00
---------------------+-----------------------------------
               Total |        597      100.00

. tab covid_media_exag wave, row nofreq

           The media |
     exaggerates the |                               Wave
              threat |         1          2          3          4          5          6 |     Total
---------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+----------
1. Strongly disagree |     16.55      21.52      21.52      13.24      18.21       8.95 |    100.00 
         2. Disagree |     16.86      21.32      17.85      20.83      13.39       9.75 |    100.00 
          3. Neutral |     16.34      24.16      21.32      15.63      13.47       9.08 |    100.00 
            4. Agree |     27.53      19.82      18.72      12.11       9.91      11.91 |    100.00 
   5. Strongly Agree |     23.85      21.46      16.69      19.08       9.54       9.38 |    100.00 
---------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------+----------
               Total |     18.79      21.81      19.46      16.61      13.58       9.73 |    100.00 
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ATEMPORAL RISK PREFERENCES: Expected Utility Theory
                                                        Number of obs = 53,100
                                                        Wald chi2(42) =  66.95
Log pseudolikelihood = -34832.081                       Prob > chi2   = 0.0085

                                                      (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |               Robust
                                       | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                      |
                                   age |   .0044809   .0034959     1.28   0.200    -.0023709    .0113328
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   -.148293   .0797854    -1.86   0.063    -.3046696    .0080835
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.0075252   .0588311    -0.13   0.898    -.1228321    .1077816
                                    3  |   -.136018   .0603095    -2.26   0.024    -.2542224   -.0178136
                                    4  |  -.0360923   .0716869    -0.50   0.615    -.1765961    .1044115
                                    5  |   .0353313   .0646379     0.55   0.585    -.0913567    .1620193
                                    6  |   .0704271   .0696194     1.01   0.312    -.0660244    .2068787
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .0505454   .1029649     0.49   0.623    -.1512621    .2523529
                            1. Male#3  |   .1036848    .115527     0.90   0.369    -.1227441    .3301136
                            1. Male#4  |   .2092645    .106649     1.96   0.050     .0002363    .4182927
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0153233   .1328273    -0.12   0.908    -.2756601    .2450134
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0156148   .1332173    -0.12   0.907    -.2767159    .2454863
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0692743   .0785955     0.88   0.378      -.08477    .2233186
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0776571   .0916154     0.85   0.397    -.1019057    .2572199
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.2327947   .3171706    -0.73   0.463    -.8544377    .3888482
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .0264915   .1072177     0.25   0.805    -.1836513    .2366344
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   -.098056   .1091649    -0.90   0.369    -.3120152    .1159033
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .1469572    .106339     1.38   0.167    -.0614634    .3553778
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.0375679   .1077317    -0.35   0.727    -.2487182    .1735825
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.0826885   .1136411    -0.73   0.467    -.3054209    .1400439
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.2039002   .1300226    -1.57   0.117    -.4587398    .0509395
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   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |   .0304401   .1374445     0.22   0.825    -.2389462    .2998263
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.0912759   .1631436    -0.56   0.576    -.4110316    .2284798
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.1630845   .1536353    -1.06   0.288    -.4642042    .1380352
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.4048651   .2510348    -1.61   0.107    -.8968843     .087154
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.5160995   .2530976    -2.04   0.041    -1.012162   -.0200373
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   .1404869   .3269195     0.43   0.667    -.5002635    .7812373
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .2792529   .3383846     0.83   0.409    -.3839687    .9424744
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.0198152   .4676884    -0.04   0.966    -.9364677    .8968372
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .1913037   .3554807     0.54   0.590    -.5054258    .8880331
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .1399351   .3383452     0.41   0.679    -.5232093    .8030796
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .0640614   .1404086     0.46   0.648    -.2111344    .3392572
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.1241526   .2303537    -0.54   0.590    -.5756377    .3273324
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.1486286   .1579835    -0.94   0.347    -.4582707    .1610134
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |   -.082823   .1801487    -0.46   0.646     -.435908     .270262
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .0890411   .1326262     0.67   0.502    -.1709015    .3489837
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0038076   .0033876     1.12   0.261    -.0028321    .0104472
                      depression_total |  -.0051999   .0031103    -1.67   0.095     -.011296    .0008962
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0020399    .042117     0.05   0.961    -.0805079    .0845876
                           3. Neutral  |   .0385745   .0430178     0.90   0.370    -.0457389    .1228879
                             4. Agree  |  -.0871336   .0533285    -1.63   0.102    -.1916557    .0173884
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   .0210095   .0618058     0.34   0.734    -.1001277    .1421467
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .4766186   .1004762     4.74   0.000     .2796888    .6735485
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noise                                  |
                                 _cons |   .1726259   .0046186    37.38   0.000     .1635737    .1816782
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ATEMPORAL RISK PREFERENCES: Rank Dependent Utility
                                                        Number of obs = 53,100
                                                        Wald chi2(40) =      .
Log pseudolikelihood = -33922.84                        Prob > chi2   =      .

                                                      (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |               Robust
                                       | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                      |
                                   age |  -.0016807   .0054189    -0.31   0.756    -.0123015    .0089402
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |  -.1481362   .0877684    -1.69   0.091    -.3201591    .0238866
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0197974   .0696095     0.28   0.776    -.1166347    .1562294
                                    3  |  -.0747233   .0699377    -1.07   0.285    -.2117987     .062352
                                    4  |  -.0368449   .0727636    -0.51   0.613     -.179459    .1057692
                                    5  |  -.0449695   .1014343    -0.44   0.658     -.243777    .1538381
                                    6  |   .0725153    .093665     0.77   0.439    -.1110646    .2560952
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .0807245   .1113151     0.73   0.468     -.137449    .2988981
                            1. Male#3  |   .0644475    .130229     0.49   0.621    -.1907967    .3196917
                            1. Male#4  |   .1475491    .134572     1.10   0.273    -.1162071    .4113053
                            1. Male#5  |   .1638086   .1585423     1.03   0.302    -.1469287    .4745459
                            1. Male#6  |  -.1903848   .2161059    -0.88   0.378    -.6139445    .2331749
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .1959381   .0689776     2.84   0.005     .0607445    .3311318
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |    .015128   .1075302     0.14   0.888    -.1956274    .2258834
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.2232638   .1252987    -1.78   0.075    -.4688446    .0223171
                5. White or Caucasian  |   -.117596    .130221    -0.90   0.366    -.3728245    .1376325
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.2184406   .1127269    -1.94   0.053    -.4393813    .0025002
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .0054575   .1166547     0.05   0.963    -.2231816    .2340966
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.1699723   .1120106    -1.52   0.129     -.389509    .0495644
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.1543898   .1402968    -1.10   0.271    -.4293664    .1205868
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |   -.299204   .1528112    -1.96   0.050    -.5987086    .0003005
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   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |   .1067765   .1287523     0.83   0.407    -.1455733    .3591263
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |     .25626   .1514176     1.69   0.091     -.040513     .553033
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0248913   .1910052    -0.13   0.896    -.3992547     .349472
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |   .0196297    .229777     0.09   0.932    -.4307248    .4699843
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.5320801   .1983858    -2.68   0.007    -.9209091   -.1432511
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   .2440708   .1547468     1.58   0.115    -.0592274    .5473689
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .2197408    .183546     1.20   0.231    -.1400027    .5794843
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .1672579   .2185382     0.77   0.444    -.2610691    .5955848
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .1531261   .1740704     0.88   0.379    -.1880456    .4942978
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .0845817   .2113993     0.40   0.689    -.3297532    .4989166
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .2288135   .1626634     1.41   0.160     -.090001     .547628
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .2109338   .1812042     1.16   0.244    -.1442199    .5660875
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.0389794   .1788213    -0.22   0.827    -.3894626    .3115039
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0239499   .2824136    -0.08   0.932    -.5774704    .5295706
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .1821586   .1803415     1.01   0.312    -.1713042    .5356214
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0031865   .0037941     0.84   0.401    -.0042499    .0106228
                      depression_total |  -.0015369   .0036414    -0.42   0.673    -.0086739    .0056002
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0772003   .0455094    -1.70   0.090    -.1663971    .0119964
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0408954   .0462962    -0.88   0.377    -.1316344    .0498435
                             4. Agree  |  -.1229856   .0600337    -2.05   0.041    -.2406495   -.0053217
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   .0507322   .0620027     0.82   0.413    -.0707908    .1722552
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .4965861   .1380287     3.60   0.000     .2260548    .7671175
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
phi                                    |
                                   age |  -.0035189   .0031552    -1.12   0.265    -.0097029     .002665
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0983346   .0706395     1.39   0.164    -.0401163    .2367855
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0216225   .0577286     0.37   0.708    -.0915234    .1347684
                                    3  |   .0629907   .0674329     0.93   0.350    -.0691754    .1951568
                                    4  |  -.0081317   .0633332    -0.13   0.898    -.1322625    .1159991
                                    5  |   .0566527   .0690712     0.82   0.412    -.0787243    .1920297
                                    6  |   .0569743   .0778753     0.73   0.464    -.0956585    .2096072
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0314914    .091472    -0.34   0.731    -.2107732    .1477903
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                            1. Male#3  |  -.0166004   .1133974    -0.15   0.884    -.2388552    .2056543
                            1. Male#4  |  -.1324519    .098304    -1.35   0.178    -.3251243    .0602205
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0732765   .1046264    -0.70   0.484    -.2783405    .1317874
                            1. Male#6  |  -.2396058   .1115183    -2.15   0.032    -.4581777   -.0210339
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0848928   .0850781     1.00   0.318    -.0818573    .2516429
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0793632   .1050386     0.76   0.450    -.1265086    .2852351
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .1598249   .2187888     0.73   0.465    -.2689933    .5886431
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.1352805   .0758047    -1.78   0.074     -.283855     .013294
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .0286972   .1100363     0.26   0.794      -.18697    .2443644
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.0473332   .1137076    -0.42   0.677     -.270196    .1755295
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .1001221   .1181159     0.85   0.397    -.1313809    .3316251
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.1627622   .1140095    -1.43   0.153    -.3862167    .0606922
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |   -.123026   .1216733    -1.01   0.312    -.3615013    .1154492
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.2338981   .1604854    -1.46   0.145    -.5484438    .0806476
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |   .1156864   .2446382     0.47   0.636    -.3637956    .5951684
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0049082   .1493765    -0.03   0.974    -.2976808    .2878644
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.2627563   .1717492    -1.53   0.126    -.5993785    .0738659
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |   -.178053   .1474755    -1.21   0.227    -.4670996    .1109937
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.1179013   .2493296    -0.47   0.636    -.6065784    .3707758
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.2826255   .2310875    -1.22   0.221    -.7355487    .1702978
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.0596876   .2492354    -0.24   0.811      -.54818    .4288048
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.3356605   .2386269    -1.41   0.160    -.8033606    .1320396
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   -.160248   .2749261    -0.58   0.560    -.6990932    .3785971
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .1255698   .1248728     1.01   0.315    -.1191764    .3703159
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |    .288798   .1500204     1.93   0.054    -.0052366    .5828326
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .1991976   .1088491     1.83   0.067    -.0141427    .4125379
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |   .0373865   .1546093     0.24   0.809    -.2656421    .3404151
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .0461225   .1910058     0.24   0.809    -.3282419     .420487
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0005084   .0032158     0.16   0.874    -.0057944    .0068111
                      depression_total |   .0015214    .002919     0.52   0.602    -.0041998    .0072425
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0267518   .0384095    -0.70   0.486     -.102033    .0485294
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0616816   .0396281    -1.56   0.120    -.1393512     .015988
                             4. Agree  |  -.0210182   .0477938    -0.44   0.660    -.1146923    .0726559
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0110833   .0564224    -0.20   0.844    -.1216692    .0995025
                                       |
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                                 _cons |   .6554344   .0997658     6.57   0.000      .459897    .8509718
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
eta                                    |
                                   age |   .0082717    .007099     1.17   0.244     -.005642    .0221854
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0597889   .1009343     0.59   0.554    -.1380387    .2576166
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.0191801   .0852059    -0.23   0.822    -.1861806    .1478205
                                    3  |  -.0543811   .0872573    -0.62   0.533    -.2254022      .11664
                                    4  |  -.0122363   .1124448    -0.11   0.913    -.2326239    .2081514
                                    5  |   .1401971   .1484044     0.94   0.345    -.1506701    .4310643
                                    6  |   .0471972   .1003671     0.47   0.638    -.1495188    .2439132
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0647305   .1363082    -0.47   0.635    -.3318897    .2024286
                            1. Male#3  |   .0276384   .1396895     0.20   0.843    -.2461479    .3014247
                            1. Male#4  |   .0200397   .1799333     0.11   0.911    -.3326231    .3727025
                            1. Male#5  |  -.2780273   .1857294    -1.50   0.134    -.6420503    .0859956
                            1. Male#6  |   .0092373   .1716396     0.05   0.957    -.3271701    .3456448
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.1478998    .104178    -1.42   0.156    -.3520849    .0562853
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1804821   .1567647     1.15   0.250    -.1267711    .4877353
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0849832   .1840198     0.46   0.644     -.275689    .4456554
                5. White or Caucasian  |    .138056    .163848     0.84   0.399    -.1830801    .4591922
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .1948109   .1522154     1.28   0.201    -.1035258    .4931476
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .1872624   .1513341     1.24   0.216    -.1093469    .4838717
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .2942235   .1600829     1.84   0.066    -.0195332    .6079803
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   .0142976   .1630837     0.09   0.930    -.3053406    .3339358
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |   .0481189   .1486428     0.32   0.746    -.2432156    .3394534
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.2789767   .2461795    -1.13   0.257    -.7614796    .2035262
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.4559668   .2116469    -2.15   0.031    -.8707871   -.0411465
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.2405229   .2902046    -0.83   0.407    -.8093136    .3282677
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.6350809   .2942076    -2.16   0.031    -1.211717   -.0584445
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.2465307   .2638114    -0.93   0.350    -.7635916    .2705302
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.2300008   .2211209    -1.04   0.298    -.6633898    .2033882
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.0918886   .2168972    -0.42   0.672    -.5169994    .3332222
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.2406715   .4402251    -0.55   0.585    -1.103497    .6221538
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4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.1844171   .3499018    -0.53   0.598     -.870212    .5013777
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   -.041792    .387041    -0.11   0.914    -.8003784    .7167943
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.1936225    .208138    -0.93   0.352    -.6015655    .2143204
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.2743838   .2229967    -1.23   0.219    -.7114494    .1626818
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.0560976   .2211775    -0.25   0.800    -.4895976    .3774023
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.1339353   .2730652    -0.49   0.624    -.6691333    .4012628
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0203781   .2533664    -0.08   0.936    -.5169672     .476211
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0017984   .0053757     0.33   0.738    -.0087378    .0123346
                      depression_total |  -.0041892   .0048272    -0.87   0.385    -.0136503     .005272
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0882567   .0522385     1.69   0.091    -.0141289    .1906423
                           3. Neutral  |   .0767966   .0614156     1.25   0.211    -.0435758     .197169
                             4. Agree  |   .0264896   .0665907     0.40   0.691    -.1040258    .1570051
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   -.058058   .1018973    -0.57   0.569     -.257773     .141657
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .7485851   .1715729     4.36   0.000     .4123085    1.084862
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noise                                  |
                                 _cons |    .142406   .0036005    39.55   0.000     .1353492    .1494628
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TIME PREFERENCES: Exponential Discounting
                                                       Number of obs = 112,100
                                                       Wald chi2(39) =       .
Log pseudolikelihood = -69914.343                      Prob > chi2   =       .

                                                      (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |               Robust
                                       | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                      |
                                   age |   .0027888   .0048987     0.57   0.569    -.0068125    .0123902
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0242353   .0664468     0.36   0.715     -.105998    .1544687
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0266062   .0586788     0.45   0.650    -.0884023    .1416146
                                    3  |  -.0170214   .0605188    -0.28   0.779    -.1356361    .1015934
                                    4  |  -.0575363   .0617193    -0.93   0.351    -.1785038    .0634313
                                    5  |   .0657983   .0652046     1.01   0.313    -.0620004    .1935969
                                    6  |    .071356   .0562859     1.27   0.205    -.0389623    .1816743
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .0567962    .093918     0.60   0.545    -.1272797    .2408721
                            1. Male#3  |   .4851963   .0814401     5.96   0.000     .3255767     .644816
                            1. Male#4  |   .1095444   .0962581     1.14   0.255    -.0791179    .2982068
                            1. Male#5  |   .0089962   .0859659     0.10   0.917    -.1594939    .1774864
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0741337   .0833872    -0.89   0.374    -.2375697    .0893022
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.0461432    .105819    -0.44   0.663    -.2535447    .1612582
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0235061   .1358198     0.17   0.863    -.2426959    .2897081
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.2030593   .1390851    -1.46   0.144    -.4756611    .0695425
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.3313554   .0627086    -5.28   0.000     -.454262   -.2084489
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.2185413   .1256114    -1.74   0.082    -.4647352    .0276525
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.1091799   .1183089    -0.92   0.356    -.3410611    .1227013
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.0500854    .127774    -0.39   0.695    -.3005177     .200347
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.1572465    .123491    -1.27   0.203    -.3992845    .0847915
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.1059327   .1269414    -0.83   0.404    -.3547332    .1428678
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   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.1797974   .1798768    -1.00   0.318    -.5323494    .1727547
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.1241371    .158415    -0.78   0.433    -.4346248    .1863506
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.1444387   .1556423    -0.93   0.353    -.4494919    .1606146
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.1563843   .1869993    -0.84   0.403    -.5228963    .2101277
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.2000347   .1549603    -1.29   0.197    -.5037513     .103682
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |    .190851   .1672227     1.14   0.254    -.1368994    .5186014
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .0646863   .1599505     0.40   0.686    -.2488109    .3781835
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.1188577   .1960985    -0.61   0.544    -.5032037    .2654883
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .1958197   .1786179     1.10   0.273    -.1542649    .5459043
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.0379887   .1668862    -0.23   0.820    -.3650797    .2891023
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .0598924    .097775     0.61   0.540    -.1317431    .2515278
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.3764498   .0840126    -4.48   0.000    -.5411115   -.2117882
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.0140673   .0983189    -0.14   0.886    -.2067687    .1786341
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0926591   .0881364    -1.05   0.293    -.2654033    .0800851
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.1206206   .0735855    -1.64   0.101    -.2648455    .0236044
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0025835   .0011815     2.19   0.029     .0002677    .0048992
                      depression_total |    -.00325   .0017349    -1.87   0.061    -.0066504    .0001504
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0658827   .0400587     1.64   0.100    -.0126309    .1443963
                           3. Neutral  |   .0300834   .0412802     0.73   0.466    -.0508244    .1109911
                             4. Agree  |   .0676718   .0500281     1.35   0.176    -.0303814    .1657251
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0065244   .0478539    -0.14   0.892    -.1003164    .0872676
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .3802496   .1183666     3.21   0.001     .1482554    .6122438
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
phi                                    |
                                   age |  -.0024212   .0038946    -0.62   0.534    -.0100544     .005212
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .1329395   .0794239     1.67   0.094    -.0227285    .2886075
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0325628   .0662735     0.49   0.623    -.0973309    .1624564
                                    3  |   .0908995   .0754925     1.20   0.229    -.0570631     .238862
                                    4  |  -.0080799    .071457    -0.11   0.910    -.1481331    .1319733
                                    5  |   .1020898   .0791001     1.29   0.197    -.0529435    .2571231
                                    6  |   .0491971   .0861621     0.57   0.568    -.1196776    .2180718
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0131812   .1083854    -0.12   0.903    -.2256127    .1992503
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                            1. Male#3  |   .1738833   .1596492     1.09   0.276    -.1390233    .4867899
                            1. Male#4  |  -.1304209   .1092354    -1.19   0.233    -.3445183    .0836765
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0901054   .1207192    -0.75   0.455    -.3267107    .1464999
                            1. Male#6  |  -.2381216   .1300617    -1.83   0.067    -.4930378    .0167947
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0447496   .0932892     0.48   0.631    -.1380938     .227593
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1062783   .1287091     0.83   0.409    -.1459869    .3585435
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .2125918   .3494675     0.61   0.543    -.4723519    .8975356
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.1532505   .0891615    -1.72   0.086    -.3280037    .0215028
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .0031355   .1234929     0.03   0.980    -.2389062    .2451772
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.0759205    .124693    -0.61   0.543    -.3203143    .1684733
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .1190016   .1238556     0.96   0.337    -.1237509    .3617541
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.2020039   .1235312    -1.64   0.102    -.4441206    .0401128
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |   -.066305   .1305016    -0.51   0.611    -.3220834    .1894734
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.3526872    .169146    -2.09   0.037    -.6842074   -.0211671
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.0521805   .2664945    -0.20   0.845    -.5745001     .470139
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0767986   .1905518    -0.40   0.687    -.4502733    .2966761
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.3554722   .2020896    -1.76   0.079    -.7515605    .0406162
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.0980893   .1936227    -0.51   0.612    -.4775829    .2814043
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.1694318   .3678971    -0.46   0.645    -.8904968    .5516332
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.4022583   .3597595    -1.12   0.264    -1.107374    .3028574
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.2279955   .4024377    -0.57   0.571    -1.016759    .5607678
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.3759133   .3708535    -1.01   0.311    -1.102773    .3509462
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.2415847   .3825661    -0.63   0.528    -.9914005    .5082311
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .0336082   .1198082     0.28   0.779    -.2012115    .2684279
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.0055194   .1845305    -0.03   0.976    -.3671926    .3561538
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .1795772   .1282222     1.40   0.161    -.0717337     .430888
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0223041    .136468    -0.16   0.870    -.2897764    .2451683
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0512248    .190729    -0.27   0.788    -.4250468    .3225972
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0013718   .0035652     0.38   0.700    -.0056159    .0083594
                      depression_total |   .0011078   .0032733     0.34   0.735    -.0053078    .0075234
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0224464   .0408741     0.55   0.583    -.0576653    .1025581
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0253827   .0420053    -0.60   0.546    -.1077115    .0569462
                             4. Agree  |   .0506672   .0528271     0.96   0.338    -.0528721    .1542064
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0314411   .0619873    -0.51   0.612    -.1529339    .0900517
                                       |
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                                 _cons |   .5715935   .1154116     4.95   0.000     .3453908    .7977961
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
eta                                    |
                                   age |   .0059025   .0070084     0.84   0.400    -.0078337    .0196387
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |  -.0908855   .1044531    -0.87   0.384    -.2956099    .1138388
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.0216979   .0852167    -0.25   0.799    -.1887195    .1453237
                                    3  |   -.104699   .0827538    -1.27   0.206    -.2668935    .0574954
                                    4  |  -.0016021   .1149308    -0.01   0.989    -.2268624    .2236582
                                    5  |   .0627638   .1204553     0.52   0.602    -.1733243    .2988519
                                    6  |    .033547   .0991745     0.34   0.735    -.1608315    .2279254
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0313767   .1464976    -0.21   0.830    -.3185067    .2557533
                            1. Male#3  |  -.2923509   .1305645    -2.24   0.025    -.5482527   -.0364491
                            1. Male#4  |   .0838696   .1720585     0.49   0.626    -.2533589    .4210981
                            1. Male#5  |  -.1468891   .1565801    -0.94   0.348    -.4537804    .1600023
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0286537   .1543508    -0.19   0.853    -.3311757    .2738683
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0427524   .1289749     0.33   0.740    -.2100338    .2955386
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1928083   .2161911     0.89   0.372    -.2309183     .616535
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0843977   .3214374     0.26   0.793    -.5456081    .7144035
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .3359267   .1989196     1.69   0.091    -.0539485     .725802
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .1736271    .179601     0.97   0.334    -.1783844    .5256386
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .2967342   .1726866     1.72   0.086    -.0417253    .6351937
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .2089871   .1986135     1.05   0.293    -.1802883    .5982625
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.0110563   .1679778    -0.07   0.948    -.3402868    .3181742
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.0818452   .1648077    -0.50   0.619    -.4048625     .241172
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.1121903   .3658533    -0.31   0.759    -.8292495    .6048689
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |   -.249102   .2462136    -1.01   0.312    -.7316719    .2334678
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.2006075   .3005487    -0.67   0.504    -.7896721    .3884572
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.5531069   .2982828    -1.85   0.064    -1.137731    .0315167
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.3827283   .3058377    -1.25   0.211    -.9821591    .2167025
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.2161329   .3438852    -0.63   0.530    -.8901355    .4578697
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.0085412   .3498947    -0.02   0.981    -.6943223    .6772399
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   -.128953    .476304    -0.27   0.787    -1.062492    .8045858
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4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.2112304    .469148    -0.45   0.653    -1.130744    .7082829
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .0305751   .4208954     0.07   0.942    -.7943646    .8555149
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.1217562   .2400467    -0.51   0.612    -.5922391    .3487267
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .0615991     .25814     0.24   0.811    -.4443461    .5675443
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.1318359   .2586577    -0.51   0.610    -.6387957     .375124
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.1220234   .2931278    -0.42   0.677    -.6965433    .4524964
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .2127438   .3207716     0.66   0.507     -.415957    .8414446
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0028796   .0050179     0.57   0.566    -.0069553    .0127146
                      depression_total |  -.0032421   .0044954    -0.72   0.471    -.0120529    .0055687
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0032927   .0572371    -0.06   0.954    -.1154755      .10889
                           3. Neutral  |   .0490058   .0630786     0.78   0.437     -.074626    .1726377
                             4. Agree  |   -.099463   .0681866    -1.46   0.145    -.2331063    .0341803
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0265784   .1037451    -0.26   0.798    -.2299149    .1767582
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .8020682   .1712004     4.68   0.000     .4665215    1.137615
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
delta                                  |
                                   age |   .0171433   .0823629     0.21   0.835    -.1442851    .1785717
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   -.027294   1.178189    -0.02   0.982    -2.336502    2.281914
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -1.376448   1.284857    -1.07   0.284    -3.894721    1.141825
                                    3  |  -1.977687   1.128704    -1.75   0.080    -4.189907    .2345332
                                    4  |  -1.839468   1.221146    -1.51   0.132     -4.23287    .5539348
                                    5  |   1.002388   2.394786     0.42   0.676    -3.691306    5.696081
                                    6  |   .2694394   2.476381     0.11   0.913    -4.584178    5.123057
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .3736672   1.270269     0.29   0.769    -2.116015    2.863349
                            1. Male#3  |   -.920012   1.205442    -0.76   0.445    -3.282634     1.44261
                            1. Male#4  |   1.388199   1.572274     0.88   0.377    -1.693401      4.4698
                            1. Male#5  |   .2206729   1.532961     0.14   0.886    -2.783876    3.225221
                            1. Male#6  |   2.314838   2.513578     0.92   0.357    -2.611684    7.241359
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -2.453062   1.312512    -1.87   0.062    -5.025538    .1194134
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   6.354487   9.895824     0.64   0.521    -13.04097    25.74995
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  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -1.562699   1.272794    -1.23   0.220    -4.057331    .9319319
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -2.257855   1.257401    -1.80   0.073    -4.722315    .2066044
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .6539939   1.490026     0.44   0.661    -2.266403    3.574391
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   1.891249   1.319115     1.43   0.152    -.6941698    4.476667
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   2.085134   1.496256     1.39   0.163    -.8474743    5.017743
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.7871686   2.494388    -0.32   0.752    -5.676079    4.101741
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.8278001   2.561371    -0.32   0.747    -5.847995    4.192395
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -8.357012   9.958168    -0.84   0.401    -27.87466    11.16064
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -6.365817    9.92853    -0.64   0.521    -25.82538    13.09374
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -6.628855   9.994537    -0.66   0.507    -26.21779    12.96008
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -9.421316   10.41157    -0.90   0.366    -29.82763    10.98499
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -8.471173   10.47585    -0.81   0.419    -29.00345    12.06111
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   1.815206   3.150934     0.58   0.565     -4.36051    7.990923
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   1.131402   1.468444     0.77   0.441    -1.746696    4.009499
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .5959736   1.807337     0.33   0.742    -2.946342    4.138289
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   -.244284   3.719479    -0.07   0.948    -7.534329    7.045761
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -1.153044   2.700599    -0.43   0.669    -6.446121    4.140032
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   1.328228   1.541843     0.86   0.389    -1.693728    4.350184
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   2.181144   1.295981     1.68   0.092    -.3589322    4.721221
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .6868611   1.358131     0.51   0.613    -1.975026    3.348748
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -1.119594   2.514507    -0.45   0.656    -6.047937     3.80875
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   2.108899    2.64331     0.80   0.425    -3.071893     7.28969
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   -.000498   .0288857    -0.02   0.986    -.0571129     .056117
                      depression_total |  -.0036593   .0250114    -0.15   0.884    -.0526808    .0453621
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .1602997   .3447103     0.47   0.642    -.5153201    .8359195
                           3. Neutral  |   1.206948   .4922077     2.45   0.014     .2422388    2.171658
                             4. Agree  |   .4879073   .4379356     1.11   0.265    -.3704307    1.346245
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   .8887322    .564838     1.57   0.116      -.21833    1.995794
                                       |
                                 _cons |     3.2122   2.388874     1.34   0.179    -1.469906    7.894306
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noiseRA                                |
                                 _cons |   .1610076   .0049246    32.69   0.000     .1513555    .1706596
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noiseDR                                |
                                 _cons |   1.643746    .191634     8.58   0.000      1.26815    2.019341
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
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TIME PREFERENCES: Quasi-Hyperbolic Discounting
                                                       Number of obs = 112,100
                                                       Wald chi2(31) =       .
Log pseudolikelihood = -69866.297                      Prob > chi2   =       .

                                                      (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |               Robust
                                       | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                      |
                                   age |   .0036079   .0031463     1.15   0.252    -.0025588    .0097745
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0516575   .0635198     0.81   0.416    -.0728391     .176154
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0355604   .0524217     0.68   0.498    -.0671842    .1383051
                                    3  |  -.0652347   .0517194    -1.26   0.207    -.1666028    .0361335
                                    4  |   -.037554   .0549752    -0.68   0.495    -.1453035    .0701954
                                    5  |   .0847502   .0576707     1.47   0.142    -.0282822    .1977826
                                    6  |   .1078513   .0612153     1.76   0.078    -.0121286    .2278312
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .0248178   .0852302     0.29   0.771    -.1422304     .191866
                            1. Male#3  |    .129508    .083754     1.55   0.122    -.0346469    .2936628
                            1. Male#4  |    .050603   .0940696     0.54   0.591      -.13377    .2349759
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0312143   .0783613    -0.40   0.690    -.1847997    .1223711
                            1. Male#6  |  -.1104894   .0821047    -1.35   0.178    -.2714117    .0504329
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.0306033   .0950891    -0.32   0.748    -.2169745    .1557679
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |    .040605   .1131105     0.36   0.720    -.1810874    .2622974
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.2135817   .1123514    -1.90   0.057    -.4337864    .0066229
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.3249756   .0548055    -5.93   0.000    -.4323923   -.2175588
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.1837536    .112562    -1.63   0.103    -.4043711    .0368638
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .0638336   .1068066     0.60   0.550    -.1455036    .2731707
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.0593514   .1168901    -0.51   0.612    -.2884517     .169749
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.1559082   .1083446    -1.44   0.150    -.3682598    .0564434
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.1232383   .1178981    -1.05   0.296    -.3543144    .1078377
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   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.1197183   .1746661    -0.69   0.493    -.4620575     .222621
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.0444691   .1804933    -0.25   0.805    -.3982294    .3092912
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0914373   .1435516    -0.64   0.524    -.3727934    .1899187
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.1677093   .1590407    -1.05   0.292    -.4794233    .1440047
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.2548162   .1338192    -1.90   0.057    -.5170971    .0074647
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   .2305212   .1316978     1.75   0.080    -.0276017    .4886442
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .1608428   .1366285     1.18   0.239     -.106944    .4286297
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .0426498   .1971456     0.22   0.829    -.3437484     .429048
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .2054473   .1445387     1.42   0.155    -.0778433    .4887379
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.0255031   .1386363    -0.18   0.854    -.2972253    .2462191
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .0791583   .0831698     0.95   0.341    -.0838516    .2421682
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   -.053996   .0801295    -0.67   0.500     -.211047     .103055
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .0188344   .0913953     0.21   0.837     -.160297    .1979658
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0730199   .1010314    -0.72   0.470    -.2710377     .124998
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0693334   .0709729    -0.98   0.329    -.2084377     .069771
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |     .00214   .0028702     0.75   0.456    -.0034855    .0077654
                      depression_total |  -.0030445   .0022049    -1.38   0.167     -.007366     .001277
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0103345   .0338323     0.31   0.760    -.0559755    .0766445
                           3. Neutral  |   .0309154   .0376963     0.82   0.412     -.042968    .1047988
                             4. Agree  |  -.0128321   .0438457    -0.29   0.770    -.0987681    .0731039
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   .0507611   .0503171     1.01   0.313    -.0478585    .1493807
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .3712743   .0869295     4.27   0.000     .2008956     .541653
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
phi                                    |
                                   age |  -.0027154   .0036496    -0.74   0.457    -.0098685    .0044377
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .1400506   .0754229     1.86   0.063    -.0077755    .2878767
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0302411   .0612655     0.49   0.622    -.0898372    .1503193
                                    3  |    .070107   .0670818     1.05   0.296    -.0613709     .201585
                                    4  |  -.0060845   .0665549    -0.09   0.927    -.1365297    .1243607
                                    5  |   .0940319   .0736336     1.28   0.202    -.0502874    .2383511
                                    6  |   .0558293   .0807406     0.69   0.489    -.1024193    .2140779
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0309041   .1005332    -0.31   0.759    -.2279456    .1661373
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                            1. Male#3  |    .057926   .1172515     0.49   0.621    -.1718826    .2877347
                            1. Male#4  |  -.1461812   .1030763    -1.42   0.156     -.348207    .0558447
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0972008   .1125302    -0.86   0.388     -.317756    .1233544
                            1. Male#6  |  -.2365257   .1218347    -1.94   0.052    -.4753174     .002266
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |    .039273   .0889581     0.44   0.659    -.1350817    .2136277
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1023317   .1153207     0.89   0.375    -.1236927    .3283562
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |    .179111   .2996215     0.60   0.550    -.4081363    .7663583
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.1524636   .0830902    -1.83   0.067    -.3153175    .0103903
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |    .019217   .1162371     0.17   0.869    -.2086035    .2470375
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.0387684    .112893    -0.34   0.731    -.2600347    .1824979
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .1119687    .116174     0.96   0.335    -.1157282    .3396655
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   -.181243   .1170448    -1.55   0.122    -.4106467    .0481606
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.0644506   .1232151    -0.52   0.601    -.3059478    .1770465
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |    -.31485    .154092    -2.04   0.041    -.6168647   -.0128352
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.0147568   .2354338    -0.06   0.950    -.4761985     .446685
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0489831   .1756577    -0.28   0.780    -.3932659    .2952997
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.3232537   .1822875    -1.77   0.076    -.6805307    .0340233
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.0955833   .1730405    -0.55   0.581    -.4347364    .2435697
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.1301153    .317122    -0.41   0.682    -.7516631    .4914325
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.3265636   .3079709    -1.06   0.289    -.9301754    .2770482
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.1437016   .3609403    -0.40   0.691    -.8511316    .5637285
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.3445909   .3240221    -1.06   0.288    -.9796625    .2904807
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.1985507    .332566    -0.60   0.550    -.8503681    .4532667
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .0466861   .1121838     0.42   0.677    -.1731901    .2665624
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .0977703   .1599864     0.61   0.541    -.2157972    .4113378
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .1817046   .1189625     1.53   0.127    -.0514576    .4148668
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0105288   .1262179    -0.08   0.934    -.2579113    .2368537
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0285928   .1763086    -0.16   0.871    -.3741513    .3169658
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |  -.0001016   .0032501    -0.03   0.975    -.0064718    .0062686
                      depression_total |   .0016114   .0030501     0.53   0.597    -.0043666    .0075894
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0021495   .0384264     0.06   0.955    -.0731649    .0774638
                           3. Neutral  |   -.032502   .0399886    -0.81   0.416    -.1108782    .0458741
                             4. Agree  |   .0152925   .0483959     0.32   0.752    -.0795617    .1101468
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0182738   .0576901    -0.32   0.751    -.1313444    .0947968
                                       |
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                                 _cons |   .6156704   .1077798     5.71   0.000     .4044259    .8269148
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
eta                                    |
                                   age |   .0040246   .0057906     0.70   0.487    -.0073247    .0153739
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |  -.0994772   .1002512    -0.99   0.321    -.2959659    .0970114
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.0297523    .080323    -0.37   0.711    -.1871824    .1276779
                                    3  |  -.0624293    .078413    -0.80   0.426     -.216116    .0912574
                                    4  |  -.0133902   .1087106    -0.12   0.902     -.226459    .1996786
                                    5  |   .0360413   .1072535     0.34   0.737    -.1741718    .2462543
                                    6  |    .002581   .0953618     0.03   0.978    -.1843246    .1894867
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0153823   .1375955    -0.11   0.911    -.2850646       .2543
                            1. Male#3  |   .0149633    .132288     0.11   0.910    -.2443164     .274243
                            1. Male#4  |   .1091317   .1666963     0.65   0.513    -.2175871    .4358504
                            1. Male#5  |  -.1106124   .1470108    -0.75   0.452    -.3987483    .1775236
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0052725   .1430533    -0.04   0.971    -.2856519    .2751068
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0287145   .1223365     0.23   0.814    -.2110607    .2684897
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1689176   .1889059     0.89   0.371    -.2013311    .5391663
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0839683   .2958919     0.28   0.777    -.4959691    .6639057
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .3169042   .1826717     1.73   0.083    -.0411258    .6749343
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |    .153663   .1687861     0.91   0.363    -.1771518    .4844778
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .1418668   .1569038     0.90   0.366    -.1656589    .4493926
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .2042949   .1873529     1.09   0.276    -.1629101    .5714999
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   .0032535    .156018     0.02   0.983    -.3025361    .3090432
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.0588299   .1526304    -0.39   0.700    -.3579801    .2403202
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.1291651   .3438504    -0.38   0.707    -.8030996    .5447693
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.2682509   .2394769    -1.12   0.263     -.737617    .2011152
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.2099048   .2888619    -0.73   0.467    -.7760637    .3562541
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.5020428   .2677126    -1.88   0.061     -1.02675    .0226642
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.3092371   .2833903    -1.09   0.275     -.864672    .2461977
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.2262264   .3150934    -0.72   0.473    -.8437981    .3913453
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.0635816    .324484    -0.20   0.845    -.6995585    .5723954
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.1931092   .4486003    -0.43   0.667     -1.07235    .6861311
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4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.2094074    .426995    -0.49   0.624    -1.046302    .6274873
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .0452352   .3903645     0.12   0.908    -.7198652    .8103356
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.1179983   .2207728    -0.53   0.593    -.5507052    .3147085
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.1786068    .252969    -0.71   0.480    -.6744169    .3172033
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.1369842   .2411402    -0.57   0.570    -.6096104    .3356419
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.1177711    .264665    -0.44   0.656    -.6365049    .4009627
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |    .176593   .3015819     0.59   0.558    -.4144968    .7676827
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |    .002041   .0052753     0.39   0.699    -.0082985    .0123805
                      depression_total |  -.0027202   .0045174    -0.60   0.547    -.0115742    .0061337
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0308334   .0537836     0.57   0.566    -.0745804    .1362473
                           3. Neutral  |   .0354299   .0607578     0.58   0.560    -.0836532    .1545129
                             4. Agree  |  -.0471616   .0643437    -0.73   0.464     -.173273    .0789497
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0649173   .1002829    -0.65   0.517    -.2614682    .1316337
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .8432734   .1467614     5.75   0.000     .5556263    1.130921
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
beta                                   |
                                   age |  -.0009966    .001542    -0.65   0.518    -.0040188    .0020256
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0721086   .0218232     3.30   0.001     .0293358    .1148814
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |    .043481    .017592     2.47   0.013     .0090013    .0779606
                                    3  |   .0338899   .0174864     1.94   0.053    -.0003828    .0681626
                                    4  |   .0500025   .0192315     2.60   0.009     .0123095    .0876956
                                    5  |   .0424245   .0242509     1.75   0.080    -.0051065    .0899555
                                    6  |   .0495769   .0269489     1.84   0.066    -.0032421    .1023958
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0906037   .0282116    -3.21   0.001    -.1458975     -.03531
                            1. Male#3  |  -.1220857   .0385484    -3.17   0.002    -.1976392   -.0465321
                            1. Male#4  |  -.1171863   .0364954    -3.21   0.001     -.188716   -.0456567
                            1. Male#5  |   -.086567   .0402832    -2.15   0.032    -.1655206   -.0076133
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0934672   .0324581    -2.88   0.004    -.1570838   -.0298506
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0329562   .0214847     1.53   0.125    -.0091531    .0750655
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0638832    .043106     1.48   0.138     -.020603    .1483694
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  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0157597   .0301336     0.52   0.601     -.043301    .0748204
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .0495823   .0180943     2.74   0.006     .0141181    .0850465
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .0155136   .0276909     0.56   0.575    -.0387595    .0697868
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .0324532   .0382601     0.85   0.396    -.0425351    .1074416
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   -.017216   .0372302    -0.46   0.644    -.0901858    .0557539
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.0210256   .0370399    -0.57   0.570    -.0936225    .0515713
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.0148798   .0397698    -0.37   0.708    -.0928272    .0630676
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |   .0269398   .0567613     0.47   0.635    -.0843102    .1381899
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.0905493   .0522648    -1.73   0.083    -.1929864    .0118878
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0055372   .0806102    -0.07   0.945    -.1635302    .1524558
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.0510594   .0564209    -0.90   0.365    -.1616423    .0595234
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.0935571   .0601958    -1.55   0.120    -.2115387    .0244246
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   -.017687   .0441024    -0.40   0.688    -.1041262    .0687522
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.0026539   .0378203    -0.07   0.944    -.0767803    .0714725
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .1602956   .0754955     2.12   0.034     .0123272     .308264
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .0537299   .0556525     0.97   0.334     -.055347    .1628067
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .0249638   .0427667     0.58   0.559    -.0588575    .1087851
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.0475521   .0313185    -1.52   0.129    -.1089353    .0138311
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .0216495   .0443973     0.49   0.626    -.0653675    .1086666
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.0265149   .0259634    -1.02   0.307    -.0774023    .0243725
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0427594   .0400907    -1.07   0.286    -.1213358     .035817
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0085069   .0411772    -0.21   0.836    -.0892126    .0721989
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |  -.0002573   .0011144    -0.23   0.817    -.0024415     .001927
                      depression_total |   .0002008   .0009988     0.20   0.841    -.0017567    .0021584
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0198948   .0122412    -1.63   0.104    -.0438872    .0040976
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0097575   .0138013    -0.71   0.480    -.0368076    .0172926
                             4. Agree  |  -.0185545   .0139842    -1.33   0.185     -.045963    .0088539
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0192771   .0184642    -1.04   0.296    -.0554663     .016912
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .9663027   .0377241    25.62   0.000     .8923649    1.040241
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
delta                                  |
                                   age |  -.0140332   .1329244    -0.11   0.916    -.2745603    .2464939
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .3815398   1.051389     0.36   0.717    -1.679145    2.442224
                                       |
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                                  wave |
                                    2  |     -.9153   1.167198    -0.78   0.433    -3.202967    1.372367
                                    3  |  -.9685649   .9245715    -1.05   0.295    -2.780692    .8435619
                                    4  |  -1.294525   .9447123    -1.37   0.171    -3.146127    .5570774
                                    5  |   .9350816   1.735513     0.54   0.590    -2.466461    4.336625
                                    6  |    .285313   1.937465     0.15   0.883    -3.512049    4.082675
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   -.096272   1.111836    -0.09   0.931    -2.275431    2.082887
                            1. Male#3  |   .1214538   1.067637     0.11   0.909    -1.971077    2.213984
                            1. Male#4  |    .894692   1.442366     0.62   0.535    -1.932293    3.721677
                            1. Male#5  |   -.263007    1.32801    -0.20   0.843    -2.865858    2.339844
                            1. Male#6  |   1.598949   1.932732     0.83   0.408    -2.189137    5.387034
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -1.977138    1.04441    -1.89   0.058    -4.024143    .0698681
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   5.858895   7.727781     0.76   0.448    -9.287277    21.00507
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -1.164419    .951887    -1.22   0.221    -3.030083    .7012449
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -1.578763   .9595557    -1.65   0.100    -3.459458    .3019314
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .4867081   1.422581     0.34   0.732    -2.301499    3.274916
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .7612014   1.137853     0.67   0.504     -1.46895    2.991353
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   1.722289   1.213782     1.42   0.156    -.6566791    4.101258
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   -.570728   1.850364    -0.31   0.758    -4.197374    3.055918
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |   -.626846   2.018949    -0.31   0.756    -4.583913    3.330221
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -7.533326   7.779003    -0.97   0.333    -22.77989    7.713239
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -6.425078   7.770822    -0.83   0.408    -21.65561    8.805453
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -5.940407   7.843297    -0.76   0.449    -21.31299    9.432172
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -8.235458   8.063713    -1.02   0.307    -24.04005     7.56913
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -7.543997   8.136839    -0.93   0.354    -23.49191    8.403916
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   1.351467   2.714243     0.50   0.619    -3.968352    6.671287
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .3495066   1.259649     0.28   0.781    -2.119359    2.818373
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .4307265   1.526269     0.28   0.778    -2.560707     3.42216
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .1454341   3.000583     0.05   0.961    -5.735601    6.026469
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.7250832   2.137878    -0.34   0.734    -4.915247    3.465081
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .8207701   1.363257     0.60   0.547    -1.851164    3.492704
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .2734077   1.053236     0.26   0.795    -1.790896    2.337712
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .1852689   1.065336     0.17   0.862    -1.902751    2.273289
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -1.113178   1.854462    -0.60   0.548    -4.747857      2.5215
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   1.913278   2.179021     0.88   0.380    -2.357524    6.184081
                                       |
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                         anxiety_total |   .0136762   .0247171     0.55   0.580    -.0347684    .0621209
                      depression_total |  -.0129116   .0203795    -0.63   0.526    -.0528547    .0270314
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .1488888   .2449893     0.61   0.543    -.3312814     .629059
                           3. Neutral  |   1.109034   .4798523     2.31   0.021     .1685409    2.049527
                             4. Agree  |   .5659655   .3484689     1.62   0.104    -.1170209    1.248952
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   .5797207   .5197153     1.12   0.265    -.4389025    1.598344
                                       |
                                 _cons |   3.099597   3.163187     0.98   0.327    -3.100136    9.299329
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noiseRA                                |
                                 _cons |   .1475049   .0038468    38.34   0.000     .1399653    .1550444
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noiseDR                                |
                                 _cons |   1.507947   .1485185    10.15   0.000     1.216856    1.799038
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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INTERTEMPORAL RISK AVERSION

                                                       Number of obs = 135,689
                                                       Wald chi2(22) =       .
Log pseudolikelihood = -82978.656                      Prob > chi2   =       .

                                                      (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |               Robust
                                       | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                      |
                                   age |   .0042877    .003958     1.08   0.279    -.0034698    .0120452
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |     .02083   .0611326     0.34   0.733    -.0989877    .1406476
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0272064   .0524874     0.52   0.604    -.0756669    .1300797
                                    3  |  -.0757285   .0512267    -1.48   0.139    -.1761309    .0246739
                                    4  |   -.053382   .0551136    -0.97   0.333    -.1614026    .0546386
                                    5  |    .093237   .0570153     1.64   0.102    -.0185109    .2049849
                                    6  |   .1086446   .0768499     1.41   0.157    -.0419784    .2592675
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .0457997   .0819769     0.56   0.576    -.1148721    .2064716
                            1. Male#3  |   .1771615   .1110515     1.60   0.111    -.0404955    .3948184
                            1. Male#4  |   .0931654   .0921239     1.01   0.312    -.0873941     .273725
                            1. Male#5  |   .0011977   .0771993     0.02   0.988    -.1501102    .1525056
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0732958   .0861474    -0.85   0.395    -.2421416    .0955499
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   -.016033   .0925172    -0.17   0.862    -.1973635    .1652974
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0401567   .1144941     0.35   0.726    -.1842475     .264561
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.2048595   .1106279    -1.85   0.064    -.4216862    .0119672
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.3228611   .0562071    -5.74   0.000     -.433025   -.2126972
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   -.196241   .1117374    -1.76   0.079    -.4152423    .0227604
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .0715011   .1193222     0.60   0.549     -.162366    .3053682
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.0600861   .1171613    -0.51   0.608     -.289718    .1695458
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.1869569   .1080468    -1.73   0.084    -.3987246    .0248109
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         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.1522137   .1249371    -1.22   0.223    -.3970859    .0926586
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.1135147   .1796158    -0.63   0.527    -.4655553    .2385259
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.0558666   .1615891    -0.35   0.730    -.3725754    .2608422
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0842401   .1479971    -0.57   0.569     -.374309    .2058288
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |    -.20524   .1502153    -1.37   0.172    -.4996566    .0891765
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |   -.253287   .1468368    -1.72   0.085    -.5410818    .0345079
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |    .220055   .1295442     1.70   0.089    -.0338469    .4739568
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .1699625   .1426528     1.19   0.233    -.1096318    .4495569
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .0516655   .2068665     0.25   0.803    -.3537855    .4571164
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .1448943   .1424777     1.02   0.309    -.1343568    .4241455
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   -.047178   .1476675    -0.32   0.749     -.336601    .2422451
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .0847003   .0867892     0.98   0.329    -.0854035    .2548041
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.0681954   .0882604    -0.77   0.440    -.2411827    .1047919
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |    .022535   .0908453     0.25   0.804    -.1555185    .2005885
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0741486   .1038021    -0.71   0.475     -.277597    .1292997
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0724974   .0787901    -0.92   0.358    -.2269232    .0819284
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0018843   .0030096     0.63   0.531    -.0040144    .0077831
                      depression_total |  -.0023244   .0023442    -0.99   0.321    -.0069189      .00227
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0197576   .0379068     0.52   0.602    -.0545384    .0940537
                           3. Neutral  |   .0353559   .0406649     0.87   0.385    -.0443459    .1150577
                             4. Agree  |  -.0254279    .045965    -0.55   0.580    -.1155177    .0646619
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   .0630377   .0693244     0.91   0.363    -.0728356     .198911
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .3766804   .0985538     3.82   0.000     .1835186    .5698422
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
phi                                    |
                                   age |  -.0019415   .0056272    -0.35   0.730    -.0129707    .0090877
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0442311    .082547     0.54   0.592     -.117558    .2060202
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.0256742   .0667349    -0.38   0.700    -.1564721    .1051237
                                    3  |  -.0057288   .0668093    -0.09   0.932    -.1366725     .125215
                                    4  |  -.1113352   .0679822    -1.64   0.101    -.2445777    .0219074
                                    5  |   .0166645   .0834612     0.20   0.842    -.1469165    .1802454
                                    6  |  -.0490626   .0833335    -0.59   0.556    -.2123933    .1142681
                                       |
                             male#wave |
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                            1. Male#2  |   .0150026   .1119157     0.13   0.893    -.2043481    .2343534
                            1. Male#3  |    .189239   .1282485     1.48   0.140    -.0621234    .4406014
                            1. Male#4  |   .0158135   .1182052     0.13   0.894    -.2158645    .2474915
                            1. Male#5  |   .0576462   .1301561     0.44   0.658     -.197455    .3127474
                            1. Male#6  |  -.1361629   .1304087    -1.04   0.296    -.3917592    .1194335
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0641687    .095134     0.67   0.500    -.1222905    .2506279
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0700359   .1357313     0.52   0.606    -.1959926    .3360644
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .3505845   .3330919     1.05   0.293    -.3022637    1.003433
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.0635091   .0776032    -0.82   0.413    -.2156086    .0885904
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.0156004   .1241401    -0.13   0.900    -.2589106    .2277099
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.1306474   .1198582    -1.09   0.276    -.3655651    .1042703
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .1529633   .1177459     1.30   0.194    -.0778144    .3837411
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.1044784   .1244531    -0.84   0.401    -.3484021    .1394452
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |    .029565    .140281     0.21   0.833    -.2453807    .3045106
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.0945365   .1750314    -0.54   0.589    -.4375918    .2485187
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |   .1199546   .2305884     0.52   0.603    -.3319903    .5718995
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.1096714   .1984968    -0.55   0.581    -.4987181    .2793752
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.1892947   .2310307    -0.82   0.413    -.6421066    .2635171
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.0676738   .1779212    -0.38   0.704     -.416393    .2810453
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.1996587   .3584301    -0.56   0.578    -.9021688    .5028514
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.3835933   .3458069    -1.11   0.267    -1.061362    .2941757
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.2840557   .4449811    -0.64   0.523    -1.156203    .5880912
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.6102689   .3506014    -1.74   0.082    -1.297435    .0768972
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   -.290455   .3697403    -0.79   0.432    -1.015133    .4342228
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .0528556   .1152111     0.46   0.646     -.172954    .2786651
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .1161693   .1739639     0.67   0.504    -.2247937    .4571322
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .2188158   .1251822     1.75   0.080    -.0265368    .4641684
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |   .1055174   .1177346     0.90   0.370    -.1252382     .336273
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .1369782   .1873233     0.73   0.465    -.2301687    .5041252
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |  -.0076366   .0035386    -2.16   0.031    -.0145722    -.000701
                      depression_total |   .0097678   .0031123     3.14   0.002     .0036677    .0158678
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0166643   .0420732     0.40   0.692    -.0657977    .0991263
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0432265   .0459015    -0.94   0.346    -.1331918    .0467388
                             4. Agree  |   .0007712   .0477033     0.02   0.987    -.0927257     .094268
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0888109   .0614814    -1.44   0.149    -.2093123    .0316905
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                                       |
                                 _cons |   .6338885   .1340061     4.73   0.000     .3712414    .8965356
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
eta                                    |
                                   age |   .0048802   .0054362     0.90   0.369    -.0057745     .015535
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |  -.1122758   .0973859    -1.15   0.249    -.3031487    .0785971
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.0377392   .0844549    -0.45   0.655    -.2032678    .1277894
                                    3  |  -.0766037   .0793206    -0.97   0.334    -.2320692    .0788617
                                    4  |   -.038853   .1057473    -0.37   0.713    -.2461139     .168408
                                    5  |  -.0114298   .1007964    -0.11   0.910    -.2089872    .1861276
                                    6  |  -.0605009   .1182755    -0.51   0.609    -.2923166    .1713147
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0056824   .1324561    -0.04   0.966    -.2652917    .2539268
                            1. Male#3  |   .0217669   .1491378     0.15   0.884    -.2705378    .3140716
                            1. Male#4  |   .1440762   .1563843     0.92   0.357    -.1624315    .4505838
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0740308   .1326446    -0.56   0.577    -.3340093    .1859478
                            1. Male#6  |   .0086871   .1404381     0.06   0.951    -.2665665    .2839407
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |    .037601   .1253899     0.30   0.764    -.2081588    .2833607
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1384624   .2355235     0.59   0.557    -.3231552      .60008
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0727004   .3089093     0.24   0.814    -.5327507    .6781515
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .3952793   .1975106     2.00   0.045     .0081657    .7823929
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |    .110263   .1779136     0.62   0.535    -.2384413    .4589673
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .0332772   .1738773     0.19   0.848     -.307516    .3740704
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .2107887   .1840172     1.15   0.252    -.1498783    .5714557
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   .0663774    .160907     0.41   0.680    -.2489945    .3817492
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |   .0196374   .1676982     0.12   0.907    -.3090449    .3483198
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |   .0026319   .3739482     0.01   0.994     -.730293    .7355569
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.1787886     .26444    -0.68   0.499    -.6970815    .3395044
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.2241294   .3258906    -0.69   0.492    -.8628633    .4146045
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |   -.370575   .2867374    -1.29   0.196      -.93257      .19142
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.2457515   .3344592    -0.73   0.462    -.9012795    .4097764
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.1910257   .3240093    -0.59   0.555    -.8260722    .4440208
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   -.047935   .3452408    -0.14   0.890    -.7245945    .6287245
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4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.2007894   .4836339    -0.42   0.678    -1.148694    .7471157
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.1682393   .4153449    -0.41   0.685    -.9823003    .6458217
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .1575479   .4364607     0.36   0.718    -.6978993    1.012995
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.1753508   .2353167    -0.75   0.456     -.636563    .2858614
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.2082636    .255022    -0.82   0.414    -.7080975    .2915703
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.1657121   .2455042    -0.67   0.500    -.6468915    .3154674
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0585318   .2751216    -0.21   0.832    -.5977603    .4806966
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .2280688   .2886293     0.79   0.429    -.3376342    .7937719
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |  -.0011328   .0052558    -0.22   0.829    -.0114339    .0091683
                      depression_total |   .0006124   .0045393     0.13   0.893    -.0082846    .0095093
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0069507   .0624843     0.11   0.911    -.1155162    .1294176
                           3. Neutral  |   .0119035   .0637573     0.19   0.852    -.1130585    .1368654
                             4. Agree  |  -.0417621   .0719623    -0.58   0.562    -.1828055    .0992813
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.1394716   .1117601    -1.25   0.212    -.3585174    .0795743
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .8259896   .1459257     5.66   0.000     .5399805    1.111999
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
beta                                   |
                                   age |  -.0008708   .0015269    -0.57   0.568    -.0038636    .0021219
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0668419   .0209303     3.19   0.001     .0258192    .1078646
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |    .042385   .0173368     2.44   0.014     .0084056    .0763644
                                    3  |   .0317777   .0169618     1.87   0.061    -.0014668    .0650221
                                    4  |   .0470976   .0185814     2.53   0.011     .0106788    .0835164
                                    5  |    .042607   .0237516     1.79   0.073    -.0039452    .0891592
                                    6  |   .0477433   .0266904     1.79   0.074    -.0045689    .1000555
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0860639    .026949    -3.19   0.001     -.138883   -.0332449
                            1. Male#3  |  -.1116411   .0359837    -3.10   0.002    -.1821679   -.0411143
                            1. Male#4  |  -.1086633   .0351355    -3.09   0.002    -.1775276    -.039799
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0813396   .0385329    -2.11   0.035    -.1568627   -.0058165
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0858426   .0313863    -2.74   0.006    -.1473586   -.0243265
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |    .032429   .0211104     1.54   0.124    -.0089468    .0738047
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     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0628661   .0414926     1.52   0.130    -.0184579    .1441901
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0169047   .0296355     0.57   0.568    -.0411797    .0749891
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .0480919   .0180559     2.66   0.008     .0127031    .0834807
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .0139637   .0275569     0.51   0.612    -.0400469    .0679742
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .0341184   .0365403     0.93   0.350    -.0374994    .1057362
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.0155879   .0361208    -0.43   0.666    -.0863834    .0552076
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.0224316   .0357603    -0.63   0.530    -.0925204    .0476572
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.0168727   .0387346    -0.44   0.663    -.0927912    .0590458
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |   .0254116   .0555887     0.46   0.648    -.0835402    .1343635
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.0890779   .0500991    -1.78   0.075    -.1872703    .0091145
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0054358   .0780545    -0.07   0.944    -.1584197    .1475482
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.0540516    .053825    -1.00   0.315    -.1595467    .0514436
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |   -.090504   .0594683    -1.52   0.128    -.2070598    .0260517
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.0208004   .0438369    -0.47   0.635    -.1067191    .0651184
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   -.002372   .0370747    -0.06   0.949     -.075037     .070293
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .1534252   .0739676     2.07   0.038     .0084513    .2983991
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .0411902   .0531207     0.78   0.438    -.0629244    .1453048
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .0223369   .0425786     0.52   0.600    -.0611156    .1057895
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.0442889   .0306632    -1.44   0.149    -.1043876    .0158098
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .0178483   .0417832     0.43   0.669    -.0640454    .0997419
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |    -.02574   .0253402    -1.02   0.310    -.0754058    .0239258
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0411292   .0399384    -1.03   0.303    -.1194071    .0371487
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0077177    .039619    -0.19   0.846    -.0853694    .0699341
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |  -.0002927   .0010856    -0.27   0.787    -.0024205    .0018351
                      depression_total |    .000311   .0009777     0.32   0.750    -.0016053    .0022273
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0182666   .0117597    -1.55   0.120    -.0413153     .004782
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0091388   .0133031    -0.69   0.492    -.0352125    .0169349
                             4. Agree  |  -.0194258   .0132401    -1.47   0.142     -.045376    .0065243
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0173674   .0180886    -0.96   0.337    -.0528203    .0180855
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .9647921   .0372191    25.92   0.000      .891844     1.03774
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
delta                                  |
                                   age |  -.0148506   .1412303    -0.11   0.916    -.2916568    .2619556
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .4168122   .9549571     0.44   0.662    -1.454869    2.288494
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                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.8169359   1.098299    -0.74   0.457    -2.969563    1.335691
                                    3  |  -.8331346   .8414699    -0.99   0.322    -2.482385    .8161161
                                    4  |  -1.114301   .8568407    -1.30   0.193    -2.793678    .5650763
                                    5  |   .7793965   1.517026     0.51   0.607    -2.193921    3.752713
                                    6  |   .2137121   1.698879     0.13   0.900    -3.116029    3.543453
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   -.112812   1.014692    -0.11   0.911    -2.101572    1.875948
                            1. Male#3  |    .030955   .9622401     0.03   0.974    -1.855001    1.916911
                            1. Male#4  |    .752471   1.327238     0.57   0.571    -1.848868     3.35381
                            1. Male#5  |  -.3194939   1.222171    -0.26   0.794    -2.714906    2.075918
                            1. Male#6  |   1.398161   1.746858     0.80   0.423    -2.025617    4.821939
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -1.842483   .9636472    -1.91   0.056    -3.731197    .0462311
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   5.367464   6.803778     0.79   0.430    -7.967695    18.70262
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |    -1.0506   .8641043    -1.22   0.224    -2.744214     .643013
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -1.424712   .8811632    -1.62   0.106     -3.15176    .3023363
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .4739992    1.36299     0.35   0.728    -2.197412    3.145411
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .6478775   1.070368     0.61   0.545    -1.450006    2.745761
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   1.559973   1.115313     1.40   0.162    -.6259999    3.745947
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   -.375492   1.640245    -0.23   0.819    -3.590313    2.839329
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.4652255   1.786617    -0.26   0.795     -3.96693    3.036479
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -6.932146   6.872445    -1.01   0.313    -20.40189    6.537599
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -5.875067   6.849739    -0.86   0.391    -19.30031    7.550175
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -5.441387   6.918419    -0.79   0.432    -19.00124    8.118466
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -7.367043   7.122883    -1.03   0.301    -21.32764    6.593552
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -6.822666   7.184088    -0.95   0.342    -20.90322    7.257887
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   1.248963   2.491363     0.50   0.616    -3.634019    6.131944
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .2436534   1.157677     0.21   0.833    -2.025352    2.512659
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .3198186   1.409776     0.23   0.821    -2.443292    3.082929
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .2724767   2.629832     0.10   0.917      -4.8819    5.426854
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.5773938   1.896095    -0.30   0.761    -4.293671    3.138883
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .7373959   1.288015     0.57   0.567    -1.787066    3.261858
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .2251558   .9683574     0.23   0.816     -1.67279    2.123101
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |    .094085   .9802982     0.10   0.924    -1.827264    2.015434
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.9515509   1.634877    -0.58   0.561     -4.15585    2.252749
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   1.868758   1.947304     0.96   0.337    -1.947889    5.685404
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                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0128625   .0232233     0.55   0.580    -.0326544    .0583794
                      depression_total |  -.0135545   .0190855    -0.71   0.478    -.0509614    .0238524
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .1117238   .2338541     0.48   0.633    -.3466217    .5700694
                           3. Neutral  |   1.019851   .4518735     2.26   0.024     .1341955    1.905507
                             4. Agree  |   .5680556   .3276302     1.73   0.083    -.0740878    1.210199
                    5. Strongly Agree  |   .5398718   .5300573     1.02   0.308    -.4990213    1.578765
                                       |
                                 _cons |   2.908792   3.276447     0.89   0.375    -3.512927    9.330511
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
rho                                    |
                                   age |     .01402    .025195     0.56   0.578    -.0353612    .0634012
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |  -.3381582   .2828155    -1.20   0.232    -.8924664    .2161501
                                       |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .1670149   .2741045     0.61   0.542      -.37022    .7042498
                                    3  |  -.0720736   .2436955    -0.30   0.767     -.549708    .4055608
                                    4  |  -.0829803    .280094    -0.30   0.767    -.6319544    .4659937
                                    5  |   .0287447   .3319132     0.09   0.931    -.6217933    .6792827
                                    6  |  -.2535716   .4596889    -0.55   0.581    -1.154545    .6474022
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0450313    .409127    -0.11   0.912    -.8469055     .756843
                            1. Male#3  |  -.0285609   .4946812    -0.06   0.954    -.9981183    .9409966
                            1. Male#4  |   .8116617   .4336629     1.87   0.061     -.038302    1.661625
                            1. Male#5  |  -.4213473    .441997    -0.95   0.340    -1.287646    .4449509
                            1. Male#6  |  -.0345439   .4706345    -0.07   0.941    -.9569705    .8878828
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .6863777   .3874507     1.77   0.076    -.0730117    1.445767
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   1.070006   .7441721     1.44   0.150    -.3885442    2.528557
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .5940401   .2688793     2.21   0.027     .0670463    1.121034
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .6806112   .4930466     1.38   0.167    -.2857423    1.646965
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.4388713   .5219305    -0.84   0.400    -1.461836    .5840937
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.4451345   .5242983    -0.85   0.396     -1.47274    .5824714
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.2586741   .5200458    -0.50   0.619    -1.277945     .760597
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         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   .0070673   .5357998     0.01   0.989    -1.043081    1.057216
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.2225269   .5774628    -0.39   0.700    -1.354333    .9092793
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.9372209     1.0983    -0.85   0.393    -3.089849    1.215407
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -1.192661   .8032843    -1.48   0.138    -2.767069    .3817477
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.9441114   .9566101    -0.99   0.324    -2.819033    .9308101
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -1.883546   .9432484    -2.00   0.046    -3.732279   -.0348132
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.9219558   1.108564    -0.83   0.406    -3.094702     1.25079
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   -.603387   .5403743    -1.12   0.264    -1.662501    .4557271
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.4345318   .4298888    -1.01   0.312    -1.277098    .4080348
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -1.404398   1.296549    -1.08   0.279    -3.945587     1.13679
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.6663477     1.2192    -0.55   0.585    -3.055935     1.72324
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .1234426     .61237     0.20   0.840    -1.076781    1.323666
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.1480998   .6792713    -0.22   0.827    -1.479447    1.183247
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.0975409   .5939692    -0.16   0.870    -1.261699    1.066617
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.4862265   .5901299    -0.82   0.410     -1.64286    .6704068
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |    .185027   .7242699     0.26   0.798    -1.234516     1.60457
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .9385561   .6240547     1.50   0.133    -.2845688    2.161681
                                       |
                         anxiety_total |   .0086486   .0157022     0.55   0.582     -.022127    .0394243
                      depression_total |  -.0094025   .0138186    -0.68   0.496    -.0364865    .0176815
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0627138   .1910424    -0.33   0.743    -.4371499    .3117224
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0647616   .1972931    -0.33   0.743     -.451449    .3219259
                             4. Agree  |   -.330164   .2083508    -1.58   0.113    -.7385241    .0781961
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.5009843   .3523471    -1.42   0.155    -1.191572    .1896033
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .3003249   .5902389     0.51   0.611    -.8565221    1.457172
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
LNnoiseRA                              |
                                 _cons |  -1.896767   .0313176   -60.57   0.000    -1.958148   -1.835386
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
LNnoiseDR                              |
                                 _cons |   .3417301   .1024405     3.34   0.001     .1409505    .5425097
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
LNnoiseCA                              |
                                 _cons |  -1.888335   .0457097   -41.31   0.000    -1.977924   -1.798745
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SUBJECTIVE BELIEFS

                                                        Number of obs = 53,690
                                                        Wald chi2(31) =      .
Log pseudolikelihood = -35294.559                       Prob > chi2   =      .

                                                      (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |               Robust
                                       | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                      |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0203946   .0694202     0.29   0.769    -.1156665    .1564557
                                    3  |  -.0775966   .0700051    -1.11   0.268     -.214804    .0596109
                                    4  |  -.0377536   .0727915    -0.52   0.604    -.1804223    .1049152
                                    5  |  -.0461993   .1022124    -0.45   0.651     -.246532    .1541333
                                    6  |   .0690009   .0950078     0.73   0.468     -.117211    .2552128
                                       |
                                   age |  -.0016557   .0054149    -0.31   0.760    -.0122687    .0089573
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   -.147919   .0875244    -1.69   0.091    -.3194638    .0236257
                         anxiety_total |   .0032228   .0037954     0.85   0.396    -.0042161    .0106617
                      depression_total |  -.0016079   .0036525    -0.44   0.660    -.0087667    .0055508
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0762879   .0456438    -1.67   0.095    -.1657481    .0131724
                           3. Neutral  |   -.040133    .046575    -0.86   0.389    -.1314184    .0511524
                             4. Agree  |  -.1230168   .0603953    -2.04   0.042    -.2413895   -.0046441
                    5. Strongly Agree  |     .05092   .0621921     0.82   0.413    -.0709742    .1728143
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .1943427   .0687338     2.83   0.005      .059627    .3290585
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0137191   .1080896     0.13   0.899    -.1981326    .2255708
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.2177667   .1251372    -1.74   0.082    -.4630311    .0274977
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.1195243    .130261    -0.92   0.359    -.3748312    .1357825
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.2189139   .1128444    -1.94   0.052    -.4400849    .0022571
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .0079926   .1169567     0.07   0.946    -.2212383    .2372235
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |    -.16974   .1123457    -1.51   0.131    -.3899335    .0504534
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         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   -.155198   .1411316    -1.10   0.271    -.4318107    .1214148
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.2993559   .1542873    -1.94   0.052    -.6017534    .0030416
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |   .1037024   .1296773     0.80   0.424    -.1504604    .3578651
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |   .2567228   .1520384     1.69   0.091     -.041267    .5547126
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0236118   .1904452    -0.12   0.901    -.3968776    .3496539
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |   .0268247   .2311114     0.12   0.908    -.4261452    .4797946
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.5490017   .2034948    -2.70   0.007    -.9478441   -.1501593
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |   .2381053   .1547447     1.54   0.124    -.0651888    .5413995
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |   .2167466   .1838645     1.18   0.238    -.1436213    .5771144
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .1653611   .2184918     0.76   0.449    -.2628749    .5935972
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .1513032   .1751148     0.86   0.388    -.1919156    .4945219
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |   .0591836   .2301029     0.26   0.797    -.3918098     .510177
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |    .229656   .1626035     1.41   0.158     -.089041     .548353
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .2179076   .1808573     1.20   0.228    -.1365662    .5723814
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.0345822   .1785456    -0.19   0.846    -.3845251    .3153608
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.0055862   .2730069    -0.02   0.984    -.5406699    .5294974
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .1883663   .1797022     1.05   0.295    -.1638436    .5405763
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .0783456   .1112974     0.70   0.481    -.1397934    .2964845
                            1. Male#3  |   .0661831   .1298295     0.51   0.610     -.188278    .3206441
                            1. Male#4  |   .1474707    .134356     1.10   0.272    -.1158623    .4108037
                            1. Male#5  |   .1623152   .1596669     1.02   0.309    -.1506263    .4752567
                            1. Male#6  |  -.1996304   .2221882    -0.90   0.369    -.6351113    .2358505
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .4962088   .1379119     3.60   0.000     .2259065    .7665111
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
phi                                    |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0227721   .0579554     0.39   0.694    -.0908183    .1363625
                                    3  |   .0621869   .0673967     0.92   0.356    -.0699081     .194282
                                    4  |  -.0077655   .0630955    -0.12   0.902    -.1314304    .1158994
                                    5  |   .0551917   .0687772     0.80   0.422    -.0796092    .1899926
                                    6  |    .053113   .0785902     0.68   0.499     -.100921    .2071471
                                       |
                                   age |   -.003402   .0031633    -1.08   0.282     -.009602     .002798
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0982626    .070509     1.39   0.163    -.0399325    .2364576
                         anxiety_total |    .000548   .0032192     0.17   0.865    -.0057615    .0068576
                      depression_total |   .0015234   .0029277     0.52   0.603    -.0042148    .0072617
                                       |
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                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0275314   .0384418    -0.72   0.474    -.1028759    .0478131
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0611677    .039733    -1.54   0.124    -.1390431    .0167076
                             4. Agree  |  -.0204777   .0478777    -0.43   0.669    -.1143162    .0733608
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0125735   .0567248    -0.22   0.825     -.123752     .098605
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0854926   .0846516     1.01   0.313    -.0804214    .2514066
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0806449   .1060659     0.76   0.447    -.1272404    .2885302
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .1593777   .2173509     0.73   0.463    -.2666221    .5853776
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.1333567   .0757029    -1.76   0.078    -.2817316    .0150182
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |    .026941   .1096996     0.25   0.806    -.1880662    .2419482
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.0481237   .1135468    -0.42   0.672    -.2706714     .174424
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .0962015   .1175417     0.82   0.413     -.134176     .326579
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |  -.1639784   .1139091    -1.44   0.150    -.3872361    .0592793
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.1246381   .1212821    -1.03   0.304    -.3623467    .1130705
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.2378231   .1600294    -1.49   0.137     -.551475    .0758287
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |   .1135591   .2467394     0.46   0.645    -.3700413    .5971594
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0032868   .1499122    -0.02   0.983    -.2971092    .2905356
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.2643521   .1753877    -1.51   0.132    -.6081056    .0794014
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.1819094   .1532938    -1.19   0.235    -.4823597    .1185408
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.1176769   .2484281    -0.47   0.636     -.604587    .3692332
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.2812089   .2299939    -1.22   0.221    -.7319887    .1695709
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.0613062   .2471655    -0.25   0.804    -.5457415    .4231292
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.3341591   .2372137    -1.41   0.159    -.7990894    .1307711
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.1705679   .2802119    -0.61   0.543    -.7197731    .3786374
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |   .1233589   .1255819     0.98   0.326     -.122777    .3694948
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   .2875815   .1494256     1.92   0.054    -.0052872    .5804502
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .1974384   .1088153     1.81   0.070    -.0158357    .4107125
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |   .0478852   .1557765     0.31   0.759    -.2574312    .3532016
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .0424554   .1910074     0.22   0.824    -.3319122     .416823
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0322171   .0914395    -0.35   0.725    -.2114352    .1470011
                            1. Male#3  |  -.0170462   .1135164    -0.15   0.881    -.2395342    .2054418
                            1. Male#4  |  -.1317091   .0979377    -1.34   0.179    -.3236635    .0602452
                            1. Male#5  |  -.0710586   .1046225    -0.68   0.497     -.276115    .1339977
                            1. Male#6  |  -.2336221    .112304    -2.08   0.038    -.4537338   -.0135103
                                       |
                                 _cons |   .6517189   .1000154     6.52   0.000     .4556923    .8477454
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---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
eta                                    |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |  -.0191802    .085133    -0.23   0.822    -.1860379    .1476775
                                    3  |  -.0508915   .0874743    -0.58   0.561    -.2223379    .1205549
                                    4  |  -.0108916   .1128072    -0.10   0.923    -.2319897    .2102065
                                    5  |   .1409112   .1495448     0.94   0.346    -.1521912    .4340136
                                    6  |   .0522382   .1007041     0.52   0.604    -.1451382    .2496146
                                       |
                                   age |   .0083133   .0071182     1.17   0.243    -.0056381    .0222646
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |   .0593848   .1006757     0.59   0.555     -.137936    .2567056
                         anxiety_total |   .0017989   .0054004     0.33   0.739    -.0087856    .0123834
                      depression_total |     -.0041   .0048497    -0.85   0.398    -.0136052    .0054051
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0862536   .0523729     1.65   0.100    -.0163954    .1889026
                           3. Neutral  |   .0761003   .0618192     1.23   0.218    -.0450631    .1972637
                             4. Agree  |   .0266331   .0669005     0.40   0.691    -.1044895    .1577556
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0586397   .1016871    -0.58   0.564    -.2579427    .1406633
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.1447666   .1038703    -1.39   0.163    -.3483486    .0588153
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1840491   .1573242     1.17   0.242    -.1243006    .4923987
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0771282   .1845422     0.42   0.676     -.284568    .4388243
                5. White or Caucasian  |   .1419578   .1642581     0.86   0.387    -.1799823    .4638978
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |   .1939969   .1521087     1.28   0.202    -.1041306    .4921244
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   .1838542    .151384     1.21   0.225    -.1128529    .4805613
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |   .2911783   .1597264     1.82   0.068    -.0218796    .6042363
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   .0138812    .163714     0.08   0.932    -.3069924    .3347547
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |   .0440291   .1482941     0.30   0.767     -.246622    .3346802
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.2771433   .2466462    -1.12   0.261    -.7605609    .2062743
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.4574249   .2115045    -2.16   0.031     -.871966   -.0428837
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.2422152   .2902442    -0.83   0.404    -.8110833     .326653
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.6442636    .296874    -2.17   0.030    -1.226126   -.0624012
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.2397411   .2731364    -0.88   0.380    -.7750787    .2955965
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.2218096   .2222058    -1.00   0.318     -.657325    .2137058
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.0866459   .2175038    -0.40   0.690    -.5129456    .3396538
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.2392304   .4405116    -0.54   0.587    -1.102617    .6241564
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4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.1804295   .3489724    -0.52   0.605    -.8644028    .5035438
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.0140283   .4043994    -0.03   0.972    -.8066366      .77858
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.1960136   .2090485    -0.94   0.348    -.6057412     .213714
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |   -.284368   .2251819    -1.26   0.207    -.7257164    .1569804
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.0631111   .2212527    -0.29   0.775    -.4967584    .3705362
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |  -.1478791   .2767868    -0.53   0.593    -.6903712     .394613
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |  -.0338414    .254343    -0.13   0.894    -.5323444    .4646616
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |  -.0618605   .1365254    -0.45   0.650    -.3294453    .2057243
                            1. Male#3  |   .0249019   .1396843     0.18   0.859    -.2488743    .2986782
                            1. Male#4  |   .0213722   .1797424     0.12   0.905    -.3309164    .3736608
                            1. Male#5  |  -.2741237   .1874189    -1.46   0.144     -.641458    .0932106
                            1. Male#6  |   .0190474   .1761402     0.11   0.914    -.3261811    .3642759
                                       |
                                 _cons |    .746717   .1716946     4.35   0.000     .4102017    1.083232
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noise                                  |
                                 _cons |   .1425463   .0036155    39.43   0.000     .1354601    .1496325
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
mean                                   |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .1745479   .0573903     3.04   0.002      .062065    .2870307
                                    3  |   .3235887   .0518683     6.24   0.000     .2219286    .4252487
                                    4  |   .2037981   .0458633     4.44   0.000     .1139077    .2936885
                                    5  |   .3984442   .0525209     7.59   0.000     .2955052    .5013832
                                    6  |   .1470875   .0421006     3.49   0.000     .0645719    .2296031
                                       |
                                   age |  -.0035537   .0025449    -1.40   0.163    -.0085417    .0014342
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |  -.0032234   .0601505    -0.05   0.957    -.1211163    .1146695
                         anxiety_total |   .0038776   .0011482     3.38   0.001     .0016273     .006128
                      depression_total |  -.0016344   .0008426    -1.94   0.052    -.0032859    .0000172
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |  -.0080356   .0146156    -0.55   0.582    -.0366817    .0206105
                           3. Neutral  |  -.0112089   .0125806    -0.89   0.373    -.0358664    .0134485
                             4. Agree  |    .017914   .0201056     0.89   0.373    -.0214923    .0573202
                    5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0026941    .026068    -0.10   0.918    -.0537865    .0483983
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
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           2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0164738   .0696625     0.24   0.813    -.1200623    .1530098
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .1466031   .1042027     1.41   0.159    -.0576305    .3508367
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .1026757   .1772653     0.58   0.562    -.2447579    .4501094
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.1114759    .101392    -1.10   0.272    -.3102005    .0872487
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.1194969   .0881744    -1.36   0.175    -.2923155    .0533216
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |   -.108598   .0973377    -1.12   0.265    -.2993763    .0821804
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.0448791   .0757485    -0.59   0.554    -.1933434    .1035853
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   -.074292   .0906062    -0.82   0.412    -.2518768    .1032929
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.0064794   .0706179    -0.09   0.927    -.1448879     .131929
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.3333367   .1584944    -2.10   0.035      -.64398   -.0226934
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.1182289   .1180271    -1.00   0.316    -.3495579       .1131
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.1373786   .1121802    -1.22   0.221    -.3572477    .0824905
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.0551279   .1141248    -0.48   0.629    -.2788083    .1685525
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -.1499097   .1048678    -1.43   0.153    -.3554468    .0556274
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.2578298   .1953782    -1.32   0.187     -.640764    .1251043
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.1305492   .1910455    -0.68   0.494    -.5049914     .243893
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |  -.1220584   .2049896    -0.60   0.552    -.5238306    .2797139
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |   .0448334   .1896932     0.24   0.813    -.3269585    .4166253
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -.0853338   .1773375    -0.48   0.630    -.4329088    .2622413
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.0692012   .1289656    -0.54   0.592    -.3219692    .1835667
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.0819899   .1244176    -0.66   0.510    -.3258438    .1618641
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |   .0941654   .1043273     0.90   0.367    -.1103124    .2986432
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |   .1108746   .1139523     0.97   0.331    -.1124678     .334217
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .1044717   .1051434     0.99   0.320    -.1016056     .310549
                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .0257951   .0852709     0.30   0.762    -.1413327    .1929229
                            1. Male#3  |  -.0463805   .0800134    -0.58   0.562     -.203204    .1104429
                            1. Male#4  |  -.0054326   .0656391    -0.08   0.934     -.134083    .1232177
                            1. Male#5  |   .0292342    .073334     0.40   0.690    -.1144977    .1729661
                            1. Male#6  |   .0092144   .0609131     0.15   0.880    -.1101731     .128602
                                       |
                                 _cons |  -7.211864   .0725521   -99.40   0.000    -7.354063   -7.069664
---------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
std                                    |
                                  wave |
                                    2  |   .0702798   .1345066     0.52   0.601    -.1933482    .3339078
                                    3  |   .0324131    .127965     0.25   0.800    -.2183938      .28322
                                    4  |  -.6895069   .1349814    -5.11   0.000    -.9540655   -.4249483
                                    5  |  -.2297712   .1620777    -1.42   0.156    -.5474376    .0878951
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                                    6  |  -1.918459   .1959024    -9.79   0.000    -2.302421   -1.534497
                                       |
                                   age |  -.0004179   .0090122    -0.05   0.963    -.0180815    .0172457
                                       |
                                  male |
                              1. Male  |  -.1391425    .137239    -1.01   0.311    -.4081259     .129841
                         anxiety_total |  -.0068002   .0077729    -0.87   0.382    -.0220347    .0084343
                      depression_total |   .0038441   .0071635     0.54   0.592    -.0101961    .0178842
                                       |
                      covid_media_exag |
                          2. Disagree  |   .0759373   .0837148     0.91   0.364    -.0881408    .2400153
                           3. Neutral  |   .0469899   .0832467     0.56   0.572    -.1161706    .2101503
                             4. Agree  |  -.0340203   .1077057    -0.32   0.752    -.2451195    .1770789
                    5. Strongly Agree  |    .052636   .1508773     0.35   0.727    -.2430781    .3483501
                                       |
                     usa_race_combined |
           2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.0503771   .1638771    -0.31   0.759    -.3715702    .2708161
     3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |  -.0489621   .2562951    -0.19   0.848    -.5512912    .4533671
  4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0024204   .3295228     0.01   0.994    -.6434325    .6482733
                5. White or Caucasian  |  -.2553933   .1773469    -1.44   0.150    -.6029869    .0922002
                                       |
                usa_race_combined#wave |
         2. Asian or Asian-American#2  |  -.5048492   .2239353    -2.25   0.024    -.9437544    -.065944
         2. Asian or Asian-American#3  |  -.0030182   .2072413    -0.01   0.988    -.4092038    .4031673
         2. Asian or Asian-American#4  |  -.2108899   .2434903    -0.87   0.386    -.6881222    .2663424
         2. Asian or Asian-American#5  |   .0155783   .2324883     0.07   0.947    -.4400904     .471247
         2. Asian or Asian-American#6  |  -.3065633   .2725406    -1.12   0.261    -.8407331    .2276065
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#2  |  -.2979531   .3262351    -0.91   0.361    -.9373621     .341456
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#3  |  -.3554252   .3743847    -0.95   0.342    -1.089206    .3783554
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#4  |  -.0173406   .4113052    -0.04   0.966    -.8234839    .7888028
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#5  |  -.1298076   .3183058    -0.41   0.683    -.7536756    .4940604
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American#6  |  -1.438889   .4322176    -3.33   0.001     -2.28602   -.5917577
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#2  |  -.5736881   .4662552    -1.23   0.219    -1.487531    .3401553
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#3  |  -.1975375   .4055273    -0.49   0.626    -.9923564    .5972814
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#4  |   .2730273   .4540059     0.60   0.548    -.6168079    1.162863
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#5  |  -.0409531   .3909346    -0.10   0.917    -.8071708    .7252647
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other#6  |  -1.586497   1.246085    -1.27   0.203    -4.028779    .8557852
              5. White or Caucasian#2  |  -.2590118   .2629316    -0.99   0.325    -.7743483    .2563246
              5. White or Caucasian#3  |  -.0450639   .3462624    -0.13   0.896    -.7237257    .6335979
              5. White or Caucasian#4  |  -.2707864   .2335361    -1.16   0.246    -.7285088    .1869359
              5. White or Caucasian#5  |   -.360219   .4491567    -0.80   0.423     -1.24055    .5201119
              5. White or Caucasian#6  |   .2290158   .3540765     0.65   0.518    -.4649615     .922993
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                                       |
                             male#wave |
                            1. Male#2  |   .3209937   .2172233     1.48   0.139    -.1047562    .7467435
                            1. Male#3  |   .1350724   .2232281     0.61   0.545    -.3024466    .5725915
                            1. Male#4  |  -.0924549   .2097308    -0.44   0.659    -.5035196    .3186098
                            1. Male#5  |   .1381617   .2179852     0.63   0.526    -.2890814    .5654047
                            1. Male#6  |   .4486393    .268566     1.67   0.095    -.0777405    .9750191
                                       |
                                 _cons |  -8.319673   .2288454   -36.35   0.000    -8.768202   -7.871144
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Online Appendix C: Effect of Pandemic Path on Preferences and Beliefs [ONLINE ONLY]

The full set of estimates are displayed below. Appendix B documents the notation used.

The first set is for the model of intertemporal risk aversion, since this includes estimation of the
preference parameters for atemporal risk aversion and time preferences. The second set is for the
model of subjective beliefs, which includes estimation of the preference parameters for atemporal risk
aversion.

The joint hypothesis test results are listed below. Tests of  individual coefficients are in the full
listings of estimates. The joint tests are of the effects on all three atemporal risk preference parameters
(and drawn from the second set of results for subjective beliefs), the two time preference parameters,
the intertemporal risk parameter, and then the two belief distribution parameters. 

. test [r]covid_scale_deaths [r]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [r]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [r]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |        0.75      1     0.3869*
   (2) |        0.77      1     0.3807*
-------+------------------------------
   All |        0.77      2     0.6797
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values

. test [eta]covid_scale_deaths [eta]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [eta]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [eta]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |        1.10      1     0.2953*
   (2) |        1.06      1     0.3027*
-------+------------------------------
   All |        1.10      2     0.5758
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values

. test [phi]covid_scale_deaths [phi]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [phi]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [phi]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |        0.31      1     0.5792*
   (2) |        0.52      1     0.4723*
-------+------------------------------
   All |        2.83      2     0.2434
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values

. test [r]covid_scale_deaths [r]covid_scale_deaths_sq [eta]covid_scale_deaths
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[eta]covid_scale_deaths_sq [phi]covid_scale_deaths [phi]covid_scale_deaths_sq,
mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [r]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [r]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0
 ( 3)  [eta]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 4)  [eta]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0
 ( 5)  [phi]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 6)  [phi]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |        0.75      1     0.3869*
   (2) |        0.77      1     0.3807*
   (3) |        1.10      1     0.2953*
   (4) |        1.06      1     0.3027*
   (5) |        0.31      1     0.5792*
   (6) |        0.52      1     0.4723*
-------+------------------------------
   All |        6.19      6     0.4025
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values

. test [beta]covid_scale_deaths [beta]covid_scale_deaths_sq

 ( 1)  [beta]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [beta]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

           chi2(  2) =    1.44
         Prob > chi2 =    0.4862

. test [delta]covid_scale_deaths [delta]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [delta]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [delta]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |        6.57      1     0.0104*
   (2) |        6.74      1     0.0094*
-------+------------------------------
   All |        6.78      2     0.0338
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values
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. test [beta]covid_scale_deaths [beta]covid_scale_deaths_sq
[delta]covid_scale_deaths [delta]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [beta]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [beta]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0
 ( 3)  [delta]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 4)  [delta]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |        0.87      1     0.3502*
   (2) |        0.72      1     0.3957*
   (3) |        6.57      1     0.0104*
   (4) |        6.74      1     0.0094*
-------+------------------------------
   All |        8.06      4     0.0893
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values

. test [rho]covid_scale_deaths [rho]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [rho]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [rho]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |        0.70      1     0.4040*
   (2) |        0.50      1     0.4803*
-------+------------------------------
   All |        2.00      2     0.3680
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values
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. test [mean]covid_scale_deaths [mean]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [mean]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [mean]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |       74.75      1     0.0000*
   (2) |       65.86      1     0.0000*
-------+------------------------------
   All |      111.49      2     0.0000
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values

. test [std]covid_scale_deaths [std]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [std]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [std]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |       10.91      1     0.0010*
   (2) |       12.81      1     0.0003*
-------+------------------------------
   All |       32.57      2     0.0000
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values

. test [mean]covid_scale_deaths [mean]covid_scale_deaths_sq
[std]covid_scale_deaths [std]covid_scale_deaths_sq, mtest(noadjust)

 ( 1)  [mean]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 2)  [mean]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0
 ( 3)  [std]covid_scale_deaths = 0
 ( 4)  [std]covid_scale_deaths_sq = 0

--------------------------------------
       |        chi2     df   p > chi2
-------+------------------------------
   (1) |       74.75      1     0.0000*
   (2) |       65.86      1     0.0000*
   (3) |       10.91      1     0.0010*
   (4) |       12.81      1     0.0003*
-------+------------------------------
   All |      206.72      4     0.0000
--------------------------------------
* Unadjusted p-values
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INTERTEMPORAL RISK AVERSION
                                                       Number of obs = 135,689
                                                       Wald chi2(14) =  124.45
Log pseudolikelihood = -83900.195                      Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                    (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                     |               Robust
                                     | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                    |
                                 age |   .0039471   .0033721     1.17   0.242    -.0026622    .0105564
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   .0649732    .025581     2.54   0.011     .0148355     .115111
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.0977462   .0304088    -3.21   0.001    -.1573463   -.0381462
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |  -.0438197   .0518905    -0.84   0.398    -.1455232    .0578839
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.0817627   .0404987    -2.02   0.043    -.1611386   -.0023868
              5. White or Caucasian  |  -.2923564   .0307104    -9.52   0.000    -.3525477    -.232165
                                     |
                       anxiety_total |   .0011889   .0027327     0.44   0.664    -.0041671    .0065448
                    depression_total |  -.0021084   .0021839    -0.97   0.334    -.0063889     .002172
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |   .0047021   .0309596     0.15   0.879    -.0559776    .0653817
                         3. Neutral  |   -.005628   .0346834    -0.16   0.871    -.0736063    .0623503
                           4. Agree  |  -.0373586   .0356031    -1.05   0.294    -.1071393    .0324221
                  5. Strongly Agree  |    .039971   .0510592     0.78   0.434    -.0601032    .1400452
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |  -.4812514   .5561391    -0.87   0.387    -1.571264    .6087613
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |   .3301964   .3767061     0.88   0.381     -.408134    1.068527
                               _cons |    .569738   .2046645     2.78   0.005      .168603    .9708731
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
phi                                  |
                                 age |  -.0026642   .0053013    -0.50   0.615    -.0130546    .0077261
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   .0756589   .0364789     2.07   0.038     .0041615    .1471562
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0555353   .0359764     1.54   0.123    -.0149771    .1260477
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   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |  -.0113284   .0616196    -0.18   0.854    -.1321007    .1094439
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0177818   .0606738     0.29   0.769    -.1011366    .1367002
              5. White or Caucasian  |   .0372366   .0486256     0.77   0.444    -.0580678    .1325411
                                     |
                       anxiety_total |  -.0069358   .0033767    -2.05   0.040     -.013554   -.0003177
                    depression_total |    .008849   .0030338     2.92   0.004     .0029029    .0147952
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |   .0078964   .0419364     0.19   0.851    -.0742974    .0900902
                         3. Neutral  |  -.0530984    .045321    -1.17   0.241    -.1419259    .0357291
                           4. Agree  |  -.0051011   .0478554    -0.11   0.915    -.0988959    .0886937
                  5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0828988   .0606738    -1.37   0.172    -.2018174    .0360197
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   .4263735    .768837     0.55   0.579    -1.080519    1.933266
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |  -.3819682   .5313873    -0.72   0.472    -1.423468    .6595316
                               _cons |   .5365139   .2944973     1.82   0.068    -.0406903    1.113718
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
eta                                  |
                                 age |   .0046207    .005782     0.80   0.424    -.0067118    .0159533
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |  -.0988842   .0443023    -2.23   0.026    -.1857151   -.0120532
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .1124773   .0487216     2.31   0.021     .0169847    .2079699
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |  -.0516014    .086209    -0.60   0.549     -.220568    .1173653
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0084953   .0883651     0.10   0.923    -.1646971    .1816878
              5. White or Caucasian  |   .2648399   .0711298     3.72   0.000     .1254281    .4042517
                                     |
                       anxiety_total |  -.0009032   .0048313    -0.19   0.852    -.0103723    .0085659
                    depression_total |  -.0010063   .0040944    -0.25   0.806    -.0090312    .0070187
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |   .0437728   .0497005     0.88   0.378    -.0536385     .141184
                         3. Neutral  |   .0565533   .0571783     0.99   0.323     -.055514    .1686207
                           4. Agree  |  -.0257338   .0597795    -0.43   0.667    -.1428994    .0914319
                  5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0622522   .0953144    -0.65   0.514     -.249065    .1245607
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   -1.01728   .9720628    -1.05   0.295    -2.922488    .8879278
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |    .681752   .6615292     1.03   0.303    -.6148213    1.978325
                               _cons |   1.138069   .3740602     3.04   0.002     .4049241    1.871213
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
beta                                 |
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                                 age |  -.0005316   .0011847    -0.45   0.654    -.0028535    .0017903
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |  -.0080397   .0092959    -0.86   0.387    -.0262594      .01018
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0368539   .0103268     3.57   0.000     .0166138    .0570941
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |    .029283   .0173643     1.69   0.092    -.0047504    .0633163
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0345666   .0142991     2.42   0.016     .0065408    .0625924
              5. White or Caucasian  |   .0305424   .0106157     2.88   0.004      .009736    .0513488
                                     |
                       anxiety_total |  -.0006834   .0010691    -0.64   0.523    -.0027789    .0014121
                    depression_total |   .0004994   .0009477     0.53   0.598    -.0013581    .0023569
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |  -.0216709     .01143    -1.90   0.058    -.0440733    .0007315
                         3. Neutral  |  -.0141839   .0120247    -1.18   0.238    -.0377519    .0093841
                           4. Agree  |   -.020185   .0132435    -1.52   0.127    -.0461419    .0057718
                  5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0183588   .0175089    -1.05   0.294    -.0526756    .0159581
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   .1996893   .2137655     0.93   0.350    -.2192833    .6186618
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |  -.1259622   .1483023    -0.85   0.396    -.4166293    .1647049
                               _cons |    .918592   .0805359    11.41   0.000     .7607446    1.076439
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
delta                                |
                                 age |  -.0071998   .0917511    -0.08   0.937    -.1870286    .1726291
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   .5490705   .2907135     1.89   0.059    -.0207175    1.118859
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -1.356779   .3314822    -4.09   0.000    -2.006472   -.7070855
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |  -.5079135    .500863    -1.01   0.311    -1.489587      .47376
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.5694893   .4988724    -1.14   0.254    -1.547261    .4082826
              5. White or Caucasian  |  -1.324555   .3413886    -3.88   0.000    -1.993664   -.6554456
                                     |
                       anxiety_total |   .0017146   .0213493     0.08   0.936    -.0401292    .0435584
                    depression_total |  -.0095346   .0172047    -0.55   0.579    -.0432551     .024186
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |   .0779016   .2204972     0.35   0.724    -.3542649    .5100682
                         3. Neutral  |   .7654063   .3342151     2.29   0.022     .1103568    1.420456
                           4. Agree  |   .4677695   .2968615     1.58   0.115    -.1140683    1.049607
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                  5. Strongly Agree  |    .593601    .584312     1.02   0.310    -.5516296    1.738832
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   -15.6848   6.119618    -2.56   0.010    -27.67903    -3.69057
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |   11.22327   4.323888     2.60   0.009     2.748606    19.69793
                               _cons |   7.482169    2.83932     2.64   0.008     1.917204    13.04713
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
rho                                  |
                                 age |   .0103633   .0251381     0.41   0.680    -.0389064    .0596331
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   -.263532   .1408108    -1.87   0.061    -.5395161     .012452
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .4541581   .1437849     3.16   0.002     .1723448    .7359714
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0576061   .2640651     0.22   0.827     -.459952    .5751642
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .1899947   .2490003     0.76   0.445     -.298037    .6780263
              5. White or Caucasian  |   .5447987   .1996631     2.73   0.006     .1534663    .9361311
                                     |
                       anxiety_total |    .007005   .0139821     0.50   0.616    -.0203995    .0344095
                    depression_total |  -.0119398   .0122083    -0.98   0.328    -.0358676    .0119881
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |   .0369318   .1652527     0.22   0.823    -.2869576    .3608212
                         3. Neutral  |   .0059389   .1859044     0.03   0.975     -.358427    .3703049
                           4. Agree  |  -.2919177    .185223    -1.58   0.115    -.6549481    .0711128
                  5. Strongly Agree  |  -.3332339   .2899203    -1.15   0.250    -.9014672    .2349995
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |  -2.467649    2.95678    -0.83   0.404     -8.26283    3.327533
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |   1.426837   2.021735     0.71   0.480     -2.53569    5.389365
                               _cons |    1.31803   1.212992     1.09   0.277     -1.05939     3.69545
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
LNnoiseRA                            |
                               _cons |  -1.903081   .0267036   -71.27   0.000    -1.955419   -1.850743
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
LNnoiseDR                            |
                               _cons |    .349663   .0798434     4.38   0.000     .1931728    .5061532
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
LNnoiseCA                            |
                               _cons |  -1.856022   .0422694   -43.91   0.000    -1.938868   -1.773175
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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BELIEFS

                                                        Number of obs = 53,690
                                                        Wald chi2(14) =  18.66
Log pseudolikelihood = -35565.964                       Prob > chi2   = 0.1783

                                                    (Std. err. adjusted for 590 clusters in subjectid)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                     |               Robust
                                     | Coefficient  std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
r                                    |
                                 age |  -.0030785   .0050967    -0.60   0.546    -.0130677    .0069108
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |  -.0819775   .0368134    -2.23   0.026    -.1541304   -.0098246
                       anxiety_total |   .0006522   .0036203     0.18   0.857    -.0064435    .0077478
                    depression_total |   .0000447   .0034035     0.01   0.990    -.0066261    .0067154
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |  -.0705505   .0423907    -1.66   0.096    -.1536348    .0125338
                         3. Neutral  |   -.043147   .0459678    -0.94   0.348    -.1332422    .0469483
                           4. Agree  |  -.1161373   .0581665    -2.00   0.046    -.2301415   -.0021331
                  5. Strongly Agree  |   .0476469   .0578722     0.82   0.410    -.0657806    .1610743
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0847471   .0388741     2.18   0.029     .0085553     .160939
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0488378   .0550551     0.89   0.375    -.0590682    .1567438
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.0360518   .0626404    -0.58   0.565    -.1588247    .0867211
              5. White or Caucasian  |  -.0172462   .0544188    -0.32   0.751    -.1239051    .0894126
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |  -.1347746   .8303875    -0.16   0.871    -1.762304    1.492755
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |  -.0075173   .5859834    -0.01   0.990    -1.156024    1.140989
                               _cons |   .6021294   .3271695     1.84   0.066    -.0391111     1.24337
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
phi                                  |
                                 age |  -.0033725   .0031758    -1.06   0.288    -.0095969     .002852
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   .0431311   .0298766     1.44   0.149     -.015426    .1016882
                       anxiety_total |  -.0004237    .002973    -0.14   0.887    -.0062506    .0054033
                    depression_total |   .0021811   .0028337     0.77   0.441    -.0033729     .007735
                                     |
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                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |  -.0311747   .0376857    -0.83   0.408    -.1050373     .042688
                         3. Neutral  |  -.0623022   .0397462    -1.57   0.117    -.1402034     .015599
                           4. Agree  |  -.0155792   .0447881    -0.35   0.728    -.1033622    .0722039
                  5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0070241   .0515144    -0.14   0.892    -.1079905    .0939423
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |   .0790255    .033423     2.36   0.018     .0135176    .1445335
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0001173    .056323     0.00   0.998    -.1102737    .1105083
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.0212946   .0519516    -0.41   0.682    -.1231178    .0805287
              5. White or Caucasian  |  -.0123314   .0423076    -0.29   0.771    -.0952527      .07059
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   1.139116   .7194163     1.58   0.113    -.2709138    2.549146
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |  -.8738279   .4949159    -1.77   0.077    -1.843845    .0961894
                               _cons |   .3285476   .2754514     1.19   0.233    -.2113273    .8684225
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
eta                                  |
                                 age |   .0104392   .0071064     1.47   0.142    -.0034891    .0243675
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   .0024837   .0456928     0.05   0.957    -.0870726      .09204
                       anxiety_total |   .0022921   .0050183     0.46   0.648    -.0075436    .0121278
                    depression_total |  -.0056195   .0043107    -1.30   0.192    -.0140682    .0028293
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |   .0889008   .0485717     1.83   0.067     -.006298    .1840996
                         3. Neutral  |   .0831159   .0593979     1.40   0.162    -.0333019    .1995337
                           4. Agree  |   .0260634    .065016     0.40   0.689    -.1013656    .1534924
                  5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0206645   .0917247    -0.23   0.822    -.2004417    .1591126
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.0242656   .0462279    -0.52   0.600    -.1148706    .0663394
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |  -.1206991   .0767404    -1.57   0.116    -.2711075    .0297093
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |  -.0449943   .0905696    -0.50   0.619    -.2225074    .1325189
              5. White or Caucasian  |   .0136338   .0679706     0.20   0.841    -.1195863    .1468538
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   -.937306   1.023358    -0.92   0.360    -2.943051    1.068439
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |   .6992094   .7036938     0.99   0.320    -.6800051    2.078424
                               _cons |    1.00553    .390709     2.57   0.010     .2397549    1.771306
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
noise                                |
                               _cons |   .1444447   .0036391    39.69   0.000     .1373121    .1515772
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
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mean                                 |
                                 age |  -.0016993   .0031451    -0.54   0.589    -.0078637     .004465
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   .0042974   .0190463     0.23   0.821    -.0330326    .0416274
                       anxiety_total |   .0048943   .0018907     2.59   0.010     .0011886    .0086001
                    depression_total |  -.0032529   .0017649    -1.84   0.065    -.0067121    .0002062
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |  -.0060996   .0223459    -0.27   0.785    -.0498968    .0376975
                         3. Neutral  |  -.0249619    .024154    -1.03   0.301     -.072303    .0223791
                           4. Agree  |  -.0091099   .0268966    -0.34   0.735    -.0618262    .0436065
                  5. Strongly Agree  |  -.0643001    .039175    -1.64   0.101    -.1410817    .0124815
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.0407357   .0207023    -1.97   0.049    -.0813113     -.00016
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   .0193592   .0340269     0.57   0.569    -.0473322    .0860507
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0206822   .0361928     0.57   0.568    -.0502545    .0916189
              5. White or Caucasian  |  -.0814337    .027618    -2.95   0.003     -.135564   -.0273033
                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   4.902839   .5670625     8.65   0.000     3.791416    6.014261
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |  -3.081325   .3796743    -8.12   0.000    -3.825473   -2.337177
                               _cons |  -8.852521   .2261457   -39.15   0.000    -9.295759   -8.409284
-------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
std                                  |
                                 age |   .0055732   .0112496     0.50   0.620    -.0164756     .027622
                                     |
                                male |
                            1. Male  |   .0424486   .0765312     0.55   0.579    -.1075499     .192447
                       anxiety_total |   -.002636     .00817    -0.32   0.747     -.018649    .0133769
                    depression_total |  -.0035933   .0077097    -0.47   0.641     -.018704    .0115174
                                     |
                    covid_media_exag |
                        2. Disagree  |    .058618   .0853927     0.69   0.492    -.1087486    .2259846
                         3. Neutral  |  -.0126363   .0986369    -0.13   0.898     -.205961    .1806884
                           4. Agree  |   .0174519   .1074577     0.16   0.871    -.1931613    .2280652
                  5. Strongly Agree  |   .0990262   .1420291     0.70   0.486    -.1793458    .3773982
                                     |
                   usa_race_combined |
         2. Asian or Asian-American  |  -.1534415   .0810181    -1.89   0.058     -.312234    .0053509
   3. Hispanic or Hispanic-American  |   -.003978   .1344377    -0.03   0.976    -.2674711    .2595151
4. Mixed Race/Multi-Racial or Other  |   .0285652   .1537513     0.19   0.853    -.2727818    .3299122
              5. White or Caucasian  |  -.3312474    .117284    -2.82   0.005    -.5611199   -.1013749
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                                     |
                  covid_scale_deaths |   9.800812   2.966982     3.30   0.001     3.985634    15.61599
               covid_scale_deaths_sq |  -7.758451   2.167297    -3.58   0.000    -12.00628   -3.510627
                               _cons |  -11.39366   1.022283   -11.15   0.000     -13.3973   -9.390022
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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